THIS PRINT COVERS CALENDAR ITEM NO. : 10.2
SAN FRANCISCO
MUNICIPAL TRANSPORTATION AGENCY
DIVISION: Human Resources
BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
Authorizing the Director of Transportation to execute an agreement with City Services, 2425
Church Lane #20, San Pablo, California, 94806 to provide mobile urine and breath collections
services for an amount not to exceed $850,000.00 and a term not to exceed five years with an
option of two-one year extensions at the sole discretion of the Director of Transportation
SUMMARY:





Collection of urine and breath samples must be executed by qualified persons who meet
the requirements for such collections as defined in 49 CFR Parts 40 and 655.
Current contract with City Services for on-site mobile collection is due to expire on
November 30, 2013.
The SFMTA Substance Abuse Program solicited a proposal for urine and breath
collections services on July 10, 2013.
City Services was the only firm to submit a proposal for mobile urine and breath
collections.

ENCLOSURES:
1. SFMTAB Resolution
2. Professional Services Agreement
APPROVALS:
DIRECTOR

DATE
___________________________________

__11/20/13__

SECRETARY ____________________________________

__11/20/13__

ASSIGNED SFMTAB CALENDAR DATE: December 3, 2013
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PURPOSE
The San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) has been using qualified urine
drug collectors (UDC) and breath alcohol technicians (BAT) to collect urine and breath samples
according to procedures set forth in Federal Regulation #49 CFR Part 40 since 1995. The testing
program also complies with 49 CFR Part 655, which mandates the collection of breath
specimens to determine alcohol levels and urine specimens for testing for the common drugs of
abuse: Marijuana, Cocaine, Opiates, Phencyclidine and Amphetamines.
GOAL
Benefit to the SFMTA 2013-2018 Strategic Plan:
The SFMTA will further the following goals of the Strategic Plan through continuation of the
on-site collections contract:
Goal 1-Create a safer transportation experience for everyone.
Objective 1.1-Improve security for transportation users
Objective 1.2-Improve workplace safety and security
Objective 1.3-Improve the safety of the transportation system
DESCRIPTION
The SFMTA has been contracting with City Services to perform mobile UDC and BAT services
for random, reasonable suspicion, follow-up and post-accident testing. The contract with City
Services is due to expire on November 30, 2013. In addition, Accurate C&S Services has been
contracted to perform stationary UDC and BAT services for pre-employment, 90-day preemployment, reasonable suspicion and after hours post-accident testing which is due to expired
on November 30, 2013.
A Request for Proposal was advertised by the Substance Abuse Program on July 10, 2013. The
incumbent, City Services, was the only respondent for mobile urine and breath collection.
The owner of City Services, Kenneth Porter has eleven years of experience in collecting urine
and breath specimens from SFMTA employees.
The City Attorney’s Office has reviewed this calendar item.
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
Mobile on-site collection of breath and urine samples is the most efficient and cost effective
means of meeting the federal drug testing requirements of 49 CFR Part 40 and 655.
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FUNDING IMPACT
Operating funds required for the services are budgeted in the SFMTA’s current year budget.
Due to the specialized nature of the service being provided, there are no LBE sub-consulting
participation goals.
OTHER APPROVALS RECEIVED OR STILL REQUIRED
This agreement has received authorization from the Civil Services Commission.
RECOMMENDATION
The SFMTA requests that the SFMTA Board of Directors authorize the Director of
Transportation to execute a personal services agreement with City Services to provide on-site
mobile collection services for an amount not to exceed $850,000.00 and term not to exceed five
years with two-one year options to extend the agreement at the sole discretion of the Director of
Transportation.

SAN FRANCISCO
MUNICIPAL TRANSPORTATION AGENCY
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
RESOLUTION No. ______________
WHEREAS, Since February 1, 1994, the Department of Transportation has required
recipients of federal assistance to have a drug and alcohol testing and employee training program
in place for employees performing safety-sensitive functions; and,
WHEREAS, On July 10, 2013 a Request for Proposal was issued to request proposals
from a qualified urine collector and breath alcohol technician to perform either mobile on-site
and/or off-site collection services for the SFMTA’s drug and alcohol program; and,
WHEREAS, In response to the Request for Proposal, City Services was the only
respondent to conduct on-site mobile collection services; and,
WHEREAS, The Director of Transportation recommends that a contract be awarded to
City Services to provide professional services; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency Board of
Directors authorizes the Director of Transportation to execute an agreement with City Services,
2425 Church lane #20, San Pablo, California, 98406 to provide mobile on-site urine and breath
collection services for an amount not to exceed $850,000 and a term not to exceed five years
with an option of two-one year extensions at the sole discretion of the Director of Transportation.
I certify that the foregoing resolution was adopted by the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency Board of Directors at its meeting of December 3, 2013.
______________________________________
Secretary to the Board of Directors
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency

City and County of San Francisco
Municipal Transportation Agency
One South Van Ness Ave. 7th floor
San Francisco, California 94103
Agreement between the City and County of San Francisco and
City Services
For On-Site Breath and Urine Collection Services
Contract No. SFMTA-2013-31
This Agreement is made this 17th day of October, 2013, in the City and County of San Francisco,
State of California, by and between: City Services, 2425 Church Lane, #20, San Pablo, CA
94806 (“Contractor”), and the City and County of San Francisco, a municipal corporation
(“City”), acting by and through its Municipal Transportation Agency (“SFMTA”).
Recitals
A.
The SFMTA wishes to engage Contractor for mobile on-site breath and urine specimen
collection services.
B.
A Request for Proposals (“RFP”) was issued on July 12, 2013, and City selected
Contractor as the highest-ranked proposer.
C.
Contractor represents and warrants that it is qualified to perform the services required by
City as described in this contract.
D.
Approval for this Agreement was obtained when the Civil Service Commission approved
Contract number 4136-12/13 on June 17, 2013.
Now, THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows:
1.
Certification of Funds; Budget and Fiscal Provisions; Termination in the Event of
Non-Appropriation. This Agreement is subject to the budget and fiscal provisions of the City’s
Charter. Charges will accrue only after prior written authorization certified by the Controller, and
the amount of City’s obligation hereunder shall not at any time exceed the amount certified for
the purpose and period stated in such advance authorization. This Agreement will terminate
without penalty, liability or expense of any kind to City at the end of any fiscal year if funds are
not appropriated for the next succeeding fiscal year. If funds are appropriated for a portion of the
fiscal year, this Agreement will terminate, without penalty, liability or expense of any kind at the
end of the term for which funds are appropriated. City has no obligation to make appropriations
for this Agreement in lieu of appropriations for new or other agreements. City budget decisions
are subject to the discretion of the Mayor and the Board of Supervisors. Contractor’s assumption
of risk of possible non-appropriation is part of the consideration for this Agreement.
THIS SECTION CONTROLS AGAINST ANY AND ALL OTHER PROVISIONS OF
THIS AGREEMENT.
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2.
Term of the Agreement. Subject to Section 1, the term of this Agreement shall be from
December 1, 2013 to November 30, 2018.
3.
Effective Date of Agreement. This Agreement shall become effective when the
Controller has certified to the availability of funds and Contractor has been notified in writing.
4.
Services Contractor Agrees to Perform. The Contractor agrees to perform the services
provided for in Appendix A, “Description of Services,” attached hereto and incorporated by
reference as though fully set forth herein.
5.
Compensation. Compensation shall be made in monthly payments on or before the 1st
day of each month for work, as set forth in Section 4 of this Agreement, that the SFMTA’s
Director of Transportation, in his or her sole discretion, concludes has been performed as of the
last day of the immediately preceding month. In no event shall the amount of this Agreement
exceed Eight Hundred Fifty Thousand dollars ($850,000). The breakdown of costs associated
with this Agreement appears in Appendix B, “Calculation of Charges,” attached hereto and
incorporated by reference as though fully set forth herein. No charges shall be incurred under this
Agreement nor shall any payments become due to Contractor until reports, services, or both,
required under this Agreement are received from Contractor and approved by SFMTA as being
in accordance with this Agreement. City may withhold payment to Contractor in any instance in
which Contractor has failed or refused to satisfy any material obligation provided for under this
Agreement.
In no event shall City be liable for interest or late charges for any late payments.

6.
Guaranteed Maximum Costs. The City’s obligation hereunder shall not at any time
exceed the amount certified by the Controller for the purpose and period stated in such
certification. Except as may be provided by laws governing emergency procedures, officers and
employees of the City are not authorized to request, and the City is not required to reimburse the
Contractor for, Commodities or Services beyond the agreed upon contract scope unless the
changed scope is authorized by amendment and approved as required by law. Officers and
employees of the City are not authorized to offer or promise, nor is the City required to honor,
any offered or promised additional funding in excess of the maximum amount of funding for
which the contract is certified without certification of the additional amount by the Controller.
The Controller is not authorized to make payments on any contract for which funds have not
been certified as available in the budget or by supplemental appropriation.
7.
Payment; Invoice Format. Invoices furnished by Contractor under this Agreement must
be in a form acceptable to the Controller, and must include a unique invoice number. All
amounts paid by City to Contractor shall be subject to audit by City. Payment shall be made by
City to Contractor at the address specified in the section entitled “Notices to the Parties.”
8.
Submitting False Claims; Monetary Penalties. Pursuant to San Francisco
Administrative Code §21.35, any contractor, subcontractor or consultant who submits a false
claim shall be liable to the City for the statutory penalties set forth in that section. The text of
Section 21.35, along with the entire San Francisco Administrative Code, is available on the web
at
http://www.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/California/administrative/administrativecode?f=templat
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es$fn=default.htm$3.0$vid=amlegal:sanfrancisco_ca$sync=1. A contractor, subcontractor or
consultant will be deemed to have submitted a false claim to the City if the contractor,
subcontractor or consultant: (a) knowingly presents or causes to be presented to an officer or
employee of the City a false claim or request for payment or approval; (b) knowingly makes,
uses, or causes to be made or used a false record or statement to get a false claim paid or
approved by the City; (c) conspires to defraud the City by getting a false claim allowed or paid
by the City; (d) knowingly makes, uses, or causes to be made or used a false record or statement
to conceal, avoid, or decrease an obligation to pay or transmit money or property to the City; or
(e) is a beneficiary of an inadvertent submission of a false claim to the City, subsequently
discovers the falsity of the claim, and fails to disclose the false claim to the City within a
9.

Left blank by agreement of the parties. (Disallowance)

10.
Taxes. Payment of any taxes, including possessory interest taxes and California sales and
use taxes, levied upon or as a result of this Agreement, or the services delivered pursuant hereto,
shall be the obligation of Contractor. Contractor recognizes and understands that this Agreement
may create a “possessory interest” for property tax purposes. Generally, such a possessory
interest is not created unless the Agreement entitles the Contractor to possession, occupancy, or
use of City property for private gain. If such a possessory interest is created, then the following
shall apply:
(1) Contractor, on behalf of itself and any permitted successors and assigns, recognizes
and understands that Contractor, and any permitted successors and assigns, may be subject to
real property tax assessments on the possessory interest;
(2) Contractor, on behalf of itself and any permitted successors and assigns, recognizes
and understands that the creation, extension, renewal, or assignment of this Agreement may
result in a “change in ownership” for purposes of real property taxes, and therefore may result in
a revaluation of any possessory interest created by this Agreement. Contractor accordingly
agrees on behalf of itself and its permitted successors and assigns to report on behalf of the City
to the County Assessor the information required by Revenue and Taxation Code section 480.5,
as amended from time to time, and any successor provision.
(3) Contractor, on behalf of itself and any permitted successors and assigns, recognizes
and understands that other events also may cause a change of ownership of the possessory
interest and result in the revaluation of the possessory interest (see, e.g., Revenue & Taxation
Code Section 64, as amended from time to time). Contractor accordingly agrees on behalf of
itself and its permitted successors and assigns to report any change in ownership to the County
Assessor, the State Board of Equalization or other public agency as required by law.
(4) Contractor further agrees to provide such other information as may be requested by
the City to enable the City to comply with any reporting requirements for possessory interests
that are imposed by applicable law.
11.
Payment Does Not Imply Acceptance of Work. The granting of any payment by City,
or the receipt thereof by Contractor, shall in no way lessen the liability of Contractor to replace
unsatisfactory work, equipment, or materials, although the unsatisfactory character of such work,
equipment or materials may not have been apparent or detected at the time such payment was
made. Materials, equipment, components, or workmanship that do not conform to the
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requirements of this Agreement may be rejected by City and in such case must be replaced by
Contractor without delay.
12.
Qualified Personnel. Work under this Agreement shall be performed only by competent
personnel under the supervision of and in the employment of Contractor. Contractor will comply
with City’s reasonable requests regarding assignment of personnel, but all personnel, including
those assigned at City’s request, must be supervised by Contractor. Contractor shall commit
adequate resources to complete the project within the project schedule specified in this
Agreement.
13.
Responsibility for Equipment. City shall not be responsible for any damage to persons
or property as a result of the use, misuse or failure of any equipment used by Contractor, or by
any of its employees, even though such equipment be furnished, rented or loaned to Contractor
by City.
14.

Independent Contractor; Payment of Taxes and Other Expenses

a. Independent Contractor. Contractor or any agent or employee of Contractor shall
be deemed at all times to be an independent contractor and is wholly responsible for the manner
in which it performs the services and work requested by City under this Agreement. Contractor
or any agent or employee of Contractor shall not have employee status with City, nor be entitled
to participate in any plans, arrangements, or distributions by City pertaining to or in connection
with any retirement, health or other benefits that City may offer its employees. Contractor or any
agent or employee of Contractor is liable for the acts and omissions of itself, its employees and
its agents. Contractor shall be responsible for all obligations and payments, whether imposed by
federal, state or local law, including, but not limited to, FICA, income tax withholdings,
unemployment compensation, insurance, and other similar responsibilities related to Contractor’s
performing services and work, or any agent or employee of Contractor providing same. Nothing
in this Agreement shall be construed as creating an employment or agency relationship between
City and Contractor or any agent or employee of Contractor. Any terms in this Agreement
referring to direction from City shall be construed as providing for direction as to policy and the
result of Contractor’s work only, and not as to the means by which such a result is obtained. City
does not retain the right to control the means or the method by which Contractor performs work
under this Agreement.
b. Payment of Taxes and Other Expenses.
Should City, in its discretion, or a
relevant taxing authority such as the Internal Revenue Service or the State Employment
Development Division, or both, determine that Contractor is an employee for purposes of
collection of any employment taxes, the amounts payable under this Agreement shall be reduced
by amounts equal to both the employee and employer portions of the tax due (and offsetting any
credits for amounts already paid by Contractor which can be applied against this liability). City
shall then forward those amounts to the relevant taxing authority. Should a relevant taxing
authority determine a liability for past services performed by Contractor for City, upon
notification of such fact by City, Contractor shall promptly remit such amount due or arrange
with City to have the amount due withheld from future payments to Contractor under this
Agreement (again, offsetting any amounts already paid by Contractor which can be applied as a
credit against such liability). A determination of employment status pursuant to the preceding
two paragraphs shall be solely for the purposes of the particular tax in question, and for all other
purposes of this Agreement, Contractor shall not be considered an employee of City.
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Notwithstanding the foregoing, should any court, arbitrator, or administrative authority
determine that Contractor is an employee for any other purpose, then Contractor agrees to a
reduction in City’s financial liability so that City’s total expenses under this Agreement are not
greater than they would have been had the court, arbitrator, or administrative authority
determined that Contractor was not an employee.
15.

Insurance.

a.
Without in any way limiting Contractor’s liability pursuant to the “Indemnification”
section of this Agreement, Contractor must maintain in force, during the full term of the
Agreement, insurance in the following amounts and coverages:
(1) Workers’ Compensation, in statutory amounts, with Employers’ Liability Limits
not less than $1,000,000 each accident, injury, or illness; and
(2) Commercial General Liability Insurance with limits not less than $1,000,000
each occurrence Combined Single Limit for Bodily Injury and Property Damage, including
Contractual Liability, Personal Injury, Products and Completed Operations; and
(3) Commercial Automobile Liability Insurance with limits not less than
$1,000,000 each occurrence Combined Single Limit for Bodily Injury and Property
Damage, including Owned, Non-Owned and Hired auto coverage, as applicable.
b. Commercial General Liability and Commercial Automobile Liability Insurance
policies must be endorsed to provide:
(1) Name as Additional Insured the City and County of San Francisco, its Officers,
Agents, and Employees.
(2) That such policies are primary insurance to any other insurance available to the
Additional Insureds, with respect to any claims arising out of this Agreement, and that
insurance applies separately to each insured against whom claim is made or suit is brought.
c.
Regarding Workers’ Compensation, Contractor hereby agrees to waive subrogation
which any insurer of Contractor may acquire from Contractor by virtue of the payment of any
loss. Contractor agrees to obtain any endorsement that may be necessary to effect this waiver of
subrogation. The Workers’ Compensation policy shall be endorsed with a waiver of subrogation
in favor of the City for all work performed by the Contractor, its employees, agents and
subcontractors.
d. All policies shall provide thirty days’ advance written notice to the City of reduction
or nonrenewal of coverages or cancellation of coverages for any reason. Notices shall be sent to
the City address in the “Notices to the Parties” section.
e.
Should any of the required insurance be provided under a claims-made form,
Contractor shall maintain such coverage continuously throughout the term of this Agreement
and, without lapse, for a period of three years beyond the expiration of this Agreement, to the
effect that, should occurrences during the contract term give rise to claims made after expiration
of the Agreement, such claims shall be covered by such claims-made policies.
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f.
Should any of the required insurance be provided under a form of coverage that
includes a general annual aggregate limit or provides that claims investigation or legal defense
costs be included in such general annual aggregate limit, such general annual aggregate limit
shall be double the occurrence or claims limits specified above.
g.
Should any required insurance lapse during the term of this Agreement, requests for
payments originating after such lapse shall not be processed until the City receives satisfactory
evidence of reinstated coverage as required by this Agreement, effective as of the lapse date. If
insurance is not reinstated, the City may, at its sole option, terminate this Agreement effective on
the date of such lapse of insurance.
h. Before commencing any operations under this Agreement, Contractor shall furnish to
City certificates of insurance and additional insured policy endorsements with insurers with
ratings comparable to A-, VIII or higher, that are authorized to do business in the State of
California, and that are satisfactory to City, in form evidencing all coverages set forth above.
Failure to maintain insurance shall constitute a material breach of this Agreement.
i.
Approval of the insurance by City shall not relieve or decrease the liability of
Contractor hereunder.
j
If a subcontractor will be used to complete any portion of this agreement, the
Contractor shall ensure that the subcontractor shall provide all necessary insurance and shall
name the City and County of San Francisco, its officers, agents and employees and the
Contractor listed as additional insureds.
16.
Indemnification. Contractor shall indemnify and save harmless City and its officers,
agents and employees from, and, if requested, shall defend them against any and all loss, cost,
damage, injury, liability, and claims thereof for injury to or death of a person, including
employees of Contractor or loss of or damage to property, arising directly or indirectly from
Contractor’s performance of this Agreement, including, but not limited to, Contractor’s use of
facilities or equipment provided by City or others, regardless of the negligence of, and regardless
of whether liability without fault is imposed or sought to be imposed on City, except to the extent
that such indemnity is void or otherwise unenforceable under applicable law in effect on or
validly retroactive to the date of this Agreement, and except where such loss, damage, injury,
liability or claim is the result of the active negligence or willful misconduct of City and is not
contributed to by any act of, or by any omission to perform some duty imposed by law or
agreement on Contractor, its subcontractors or either’s agent or employee. The foregoing
indemnity shall include, without limitation, reasonable fees of attorneys, consultants and experts
and related costs and City’s costs of investigating any claims against the City. In addition to
Contractor’s obligation to indemnify City, Contractor specifically acknowledges and agrees that
it has an immediate and independent obligation to defend City from any claim which actually or
potentially falls within this indemnification provision, even if the allegations are or may be
groundless, false or fraudulent, which obligation arises at the time such claim is tendered to
Contractor by City and continues at all times thereafter. Contractor shall indemnify and hold City
harmless from all loss and liability, including attorneys’ fees, court costs and all other litigation
expenses for any infringement of the patent rights, copyright, trade secret or any other
proprietary right or trademark, and all other intellectual property claims of any person or persons
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in consequence of the use by City, or any of its officers or agents, of articles or services to be
supplied in the performance of this Agreement.
17.
Incidental and Consequential Damages. Contractor shall be responsible for incidental
and consequential damages resulting in whole or in part from Contractor’s acts or omissions.
Nothing in this Agreement shall constitute a waiver or limitation of any rights that City may have
under applicable law.
18.
Liability of City. CITY’S PAYMENT OBLIGATIONS UNDER THIS AGREEMENT
SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE PAYMENT OF THE COMPENSATION PROVIDED FOR IN
SECTION 5 OF THIS AGREEMENT. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER PROVISION OF
THIS AGREEMENT, IN NO EVENT SHALL CITY BE LIABLE, REGARDLESS OF
WHETHER ANY CLAIM IS BASED ON CONTRACT OR TORT, FOR ANY SPECIAL,
CONSEQUENTIAL, INDIRECT OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, LOST PROFITS, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS
AGREEMENT OR THE SERVICES PERFORMED IN CONNECTION WITH THIS
AGREEMENT.
19.
Liquidated Damages. By entering into this Agreement, Contractor agrees that in the
event the Services, as provided under Section 4 herein, are delayed beyond the scheduled
milestones and timelines as provided in Appendix A, City will suffer actual damages that will be
impractical or extremely difficult to determine; further, Contractor agrees that the sum according
to the amounts below per day for each day of delay beyond scheduled milestones and timelines is
not a penalty, but is a reasonable estimate of the loss that City will incur based on the delay,
established in light of the circumstances existing at the time this contract was awarded. City may
deduct a sum representing the liquidated damages from any money due to Contractor. Such
deductions shall not be considered a penalty, but rather agreed monetary damages sustained by
City because of Contractor’s failure to deliver to City within the time fixed or such extensions of
time permitted in writing by Purchasing.
Failure to submit monthly EBT calibration checks with invoice.
$100 for each failure to submit monthly check.
Specimen not sent to lab next business day after collection.
$200 for each day of delay.
20.
Default; Remedies. Each of the following shall constitute an event of default (“Event of
Default”) under this Agreement:
a.
Contractor fails or refuses to perform or observe any term, covenant or condition
contained in any of the following Sections of this Agreement:
8. Submitting False Claims; 10. Taxes; 15. Insurance; 24. Proprietary or Confidential
Information of City; 30. Assignment; 37. Drug-Free Workplace Policy; 53. Compliance
with Laws; and 57. Protection of Private Information.
b. Contractor fails or refuses to perform or observe any other term, covenant or
condition contained in this Agreement, and such default continues for a period of ten days after
written notice thereof from City to Contractor.
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c.
Contractor (a) is generally not paying its debts as they become due, (b) files, or
consents by answer or otherwise to the filing against it of, a petition for relief or reorganization
or arrangement or any other petition in bankruptcy or for liquidation or to take advantage of any
bankruptcy, insolvency or other debtors’ relief law of any jurisdiction, (c) makes an assignment
for the benefit of its creditors, (d) consents to the appointment of a custodian, receiver, trustee or
other officer with similar powers of Contractor or of any substantial part of Contractor’s property
or (e) takes action for the purpose of any of the foregoing.
d. A court or government authority enters an order (a) appointing a custodian, receiver,
trustee or other officer with similar powers with respect to Contractor or with respect to any
substantial part of Contractor’s property, (b) constituting an order for relief or approving a
petition for relief or reorganization or arrangement or any other petition in bankruptcy or for
liquidation or to take advantage of any bankruptcy, insolvency or other debtors’ relief law of any
jurisdiction or (c) ordering the dissolution, winding-up or liquidation of Contractor.
On and after any Event of Default, City shall have the right to exercise its legal and
equitable remedies, including, without limitation, the right to terminate this Agreement or to seek
specific performance of all or any part of this Agreement. In addition, City shall have the right
(but no obligation) to cure (or cause to be cured) on behalf of Contractor any Event of Default;
Contractor shall pay to City on demand all costs and expenses incurred by City in effecting such
cure, with interest thereon from the date of incurrence at the maximum rate then permitted by
law. City shall have the right to offset from any amounts due to Contractor under this Agreement
or any other agreement between City and Contractor all damages, losses, costs or expenses
incurred by City as a result of such Event of Default and any liquidated damages due from
Contractor pursuant to the terms of this Agreement or any other agreement. All remedies
provided for in this Agreement may be exercised individually or in combination with any other
remedy available hereunder or under applicable laws, rules and regulations. The exercise of any
remedy shall not preclude or in any way be deemed to waive any other remedy.
21.

Termination for Convenience
a.
City shall have the option, in its sole discretion, to terminate this Agreement, at any
time during the term hereof, for convenience and without cause. City shall exercise this
option by giving Contractor written notice of termination. The notice shall specify the date
on which termination shall become effective.
b. Upon receipt of the notice, Contractor shall commence and perform, with diligence,
all actions necessary on the part of Contractor to effect the termination of this Agreement
on the date specified by City and to minimize the liability of Contractor and City to third
parties as a result of termination. All such actions shall be subject to the prior approval of
City. Such actions shall include, without limitation:
(1) Halting the performance of all services and other work under this Agreement on
the date(s) and in the manner specified by City.
(2) Not placing any further orders or subcontracts for materials, services, equipment
or other items.
(3)

Terminating all existing orders and subcontracts.
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(4) At City’s direction, assigning to City any or all of Contractor’s right, title, and
interest under the orders and subcontracts terminated. Upon such assignment, City
shall have the right, in its sole discretion, to settle or pay any or all claims arising out
of the termination of such orders and subcontracts.
(5) Subject to City’s approval, settling all outstanding liabilities and all claims
arising out of the termination of orders and subcontracts.
(6) Completing performance of any services or work that City designates to be
completed prior to the date of termination specified by City.
(7) Taking such action as may be necessary, or as the City may direct, for the
protection and preservation of any property related to this Agreement which is in the
possession of Contractor and in which City has or may acquire an interest.
c.
Within 30 days after the specified termination date, Contractor shall submit to City an
invoice, which shall set forth each of the following as a separate line item:
(1) The reasonable cost to Contractor, without profit, for all services and other work
City directed Contractor to perform prior to the specified termination date, for which
services or work City has not already tendered payment. Reasonable costs may
include a reasonable allowance for actual overhead, not to exceed a total of 10% of
Contractor’s direct costs for services or other work. Any overhead allowance shall be
separately itemized. Contractor may also recover the reasonable cost of preparing the
invoice.
(2) A reasonable allowance for profit on the cost of the services and other work
described in the immediately preceding subsection (1), provided that Contractor can
establish, to the satisfaction of City, that Contractor would have made a profit had all
services and other work under this Agreement been completed, and provided further,
that the profit allowed shall in no event exceed 5% of such cost.
(3) The reasonable cost to Contractor of handling material or equipment returned to
the vendor, delivered to the City or otherwise disposed of as directed by the City.
(4) A deduction for the cost of materials to be retained by Contractor, amounts
realized from the sale of materials and not otherwise recovered by or credited to City,
and any other appropriate credits to City against the cost of the services or other
work.
d. In no event shall City be liable for costs incurred by Contractor or any of its
subcontractors after the termination date specified by City, except for those costs
specifically enumerated and described in the immediately preceding subsection (c). Such
non-recoverable costs include, but are not limited to, anticipated profits on this Agreement,
post-termination employee salaries, post-termination administrative expenses, posttermination overhead or unabsorbed overhead, attorneys’ fees or other costs relating to the
prosecution of a claim or lawsuit, prejudgment interest, or any other expense which is not
reasonable or authorized under such subsection (c).
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e.
In arriving at the amount due to Contractor under this Section, City may deduct: (1)
all payments previously made by City for work or other services covered by Contractor’s
final invoice; (2) any claim which City may have against Contractor in connection with this
Agreement; (3) any invoiced costs or expenses excluded pursuant to the immediately
preceding subsection (d); and (4) in instances in which, in the opinion of the City, the cost
of any service or other work performed under this Agreement is excessively high due to
costs incurred to remedy or replace defective or rejected services or other work, the
difference between the invoiced amount and City’s estimate of the reasonable cost of
performing the invoiced services or other work in compliance with the requirements of this
Agreement.
f.
City’s payment obligation under this Section shall survive termination of this
Agreement.
22.

Rights and Duties upon Termination or Expiration. This Section and the following

8. Submitting False Claims; 10. Taxes; 11. Payment Does Not Imply Acceptance of Work;
13. Responsibility for Equipment; 14. Independent Contractor; Payment of Taxes and Other
Expenses; 15. Insurance; 16. Indemnification; 17. Incidental and Consequential Damages; 18.
Liability of City; 24. Proprietary or Confidential Information of City; 26. Ownership of Results;
27. Works for Hire; 28. Audit and Inspection of Records; 48. Modification of Agreement; 49.
Administrative Remedy for Agreement Interpretation; 50. Agreement Made in California;
Venue; 52. Entire Agreement; 56. Severability; and 57. Protection of Private Information.
Subject to the immediately preceding sentence, upon termination of this Agreement prior to
expiration of the term specified in Section 2, this Agreement shall terminate and be of no further
force or effect. Contractor shall transfer title to City, and deliver in the manner, at the times, and
to the extent, if any, directed by City, any work in progress, completed work, supplies,
equipment, and other materials produced as a part of, or acquired in connection with the
performance of this Agreement, and any completed or partially completed work which, if this
Agreement had been completed, would have been required to be furnished to City. This
subsection shall survive termination of this Agreement.
23.
Conflict of Interest. Through its execution of this Agreement, Contractor acknowledges
that it is familiar with the provision of Section 15.103 of the City’s Charter, Article III, Chapter 2
of City’s Campaign and Governmental Conduct Code, and Section 87100 et seq. and Section
1090 et seq. of the Government Code of the State of California, and certifies that it does not
know of any facts which constitutes a violation of said provisions and agrees that it will
immediately notify the City if it becomes aware of any such fact during the term of this
Agreement.
24.
Proprietary or Confidential Information of City. Contractor understands and agrees
that, in the performance of the work or services under this Agreement or in contemplation
thereof, Contractor may have access to private or confidential information which may be owned
or controlled by City and that such information may contain proprietary or confidential details,
the disclosure of which to third parties may be damaging to City. Contractor agrees that all
information disclosed by City to Contractor shall be held in confidence and used only in
performance of the Agreement. Contractor shall exercise the same standard of care to protect
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such information as a reasonably prudent contractor would use to protect its own proprietary
data.
25.
Notices to the Parties. Unless otherwise indicated elsewhere in this Agreement, all
written communications sent by the parties may be by U.S. mail, or by e-mail, and shall be
addressed as follows:
To City:

William R. Smith, Substance Abuse Professional
SFMTA | Substance Abuse Program
1 South Van Ness, Room 6113
San Francisco, CA 94103
E-mail: Reggie.Smith@sfmta.com

To Contractor: Kenneth Porter
City Services
2425 Church Lane 20
San Pablo, CA 94806
E-mail: cityservices1@live.com
Any notice of default must be sent by registered mail.
26.
Ownership of Results. Any interest of Contractor or its Subcontractors, in drawings,
plans, specifications, blueprints, studies, reports, memoranda, computation sheets, computer files
and media or other documents prepared by Contractor or its subcontractors in connection with
services to be performed under this Agreement, shall become the property of and will be
transmitted to City. However, Contractor may retain and use copies for reference and as
documentation of its experience and capabilities.
27.
Works for Hire. If, in connection with services performed under this Agreement,
Contractor or its subcontractors create artwork, copy, posters, billboards, photographs,
videotapes, audiotapes, systems designs, software, reports, diagrams, surveys, blueprints, source
codes or any other original works of authorship, such works of authorship shall be works for hire
as defined under Title 17 of the United States Code, and all copyrights in such works are the
property of the City. If it is ever determined that any works created by Contractor or its
subcontractors under this Agreement are not works for hire under U.S. law, Contractor hereby
assigns all copyrights to such works to the City, and agrees to provide any material and execute
any documents necessary to effectuate such assignment. With the approval of the City,
Contractor may retain and use copies of such works for reference and as documentation of its
experience and capabilities.
28.
Audit and Inspection of Records. Contractor agrees to maintain and make available to
the City, during regular business hours, accurate books and accounting records relating to its
work under this Agreement. Contractor will permit City to audit, examine and make excerpts and
transcripts from such books and records, and to make audits of all invoices, materials, payrolls,
records or personnel and other data related to all other matters covered by this Agreement,
whether funded in whole or in part under this Agreement. Contractor shall maintain such data
and records in an accessible location and condition for a period of not less than five years after
final payment under this Agreement or until after final audit has been resolved, whichever is
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later. The State of California or any federal agency having an interest in the subject matter of this
Agreement shall have the same rights conferred upon City by this Section.
29.
Subcontracting. Contractor is prohibited from subcontracting this Agreement or any part
of it unless such subcontracting is first approved by City in writing. Neither party shall, on the
basis of this Agreement, contract on behalf of or in the name of the other party. An agreement
made in violation of this provision shall confer no rights on any party and shall be null and void.
30.
Assignment. The services to be performed by Contractor are personal in character and
neither this Agreement nor any duties or obligations hereunder may be assigned or delegated by
the Contractor unless first approved by City by written instrument executed and approved in the
same manner as this Agreement.
31.
Non-Waiver of Rights. The omission by either party at any time to enforce any default
or right reserved to it, or to require performance of any of the terms, covenants, or provisions
hereof by the other party at the time designated, shall not be a waiver of any such default or right
to which the party is entitled, nor shall it in any way affect the right of the party to enforce such
provisions thereafter.
32.
33.

Reserved.
Local Business Enterprise Utilization; Liquidated Damages
a. The LBE Ordinance. Contractor, shall comply with all the requirements of the Local
Business Enterprise and Non-Discrimination in Contracting Ordinance set forth in Chapter
14B of the San Francisco Administrative Code as it now exists or as it may be amended in
the future (collectively the “LBE Ordinance”), provided such amendments do not
materially increase Contractor’s obligations or liabilities, or materially diminish
Contractor’s rights, under this Agreement. Such provisions of the LBE Ordinance are
incorporated by reference and made a part of this Agreement as though fully set forth in
this section. Contractor’s willful failure to comply with any applicable provisions of the
LBE Ordinance is a material breach of Contractor’s obligations under this Agreement and
shall entitle City, subject to any applicable notice and cure provisions set forth in this
Agreement, to exercise any of the remedies provided for under this Agreement, under the
LBE Ordinance or otherwise available at law or in equity, which remedies shall be
cumulative unless this Agreement expressly provides that any remedy is exclusive. In
addition, Contractor shall comply fully with all other applicable local, state and federal
laws prohibiting discrimination and requiring equal opportunity in contracting, including
subcontracting.
b.

Compliance and Enforcement
(1) Enforcement. If Contractor willfully fails to comply with any of the provisions
of the LBE Ordinance, the rules and regulations implementing the LBE Ordinance, or
the provisions of this Agreement pertaining to LBE participation, Contractor shall be
liable for liquidated damages in an amount equal to Contractor’s net profit on this
Agreement, or 10% of the total amount of this Agreement, or $1,000, whichever is
greatest. The Director of the City’s Human Rights Commission or any other public
official authorized to enforce the LBE Ordinance (separately and collectively, the
“Director of HRC”) may also impose other sanctions against Contractor authorized in
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the LBE Ordinance, including declaring the Contractor to be irresponsible and
ineligible to contract with the City for a period of up to five years or revocation of the
Contractor’s LBE certification. The Director of HRC will determine the sanctions to
be imposed, including the amount of liquidated damages, after investigation pursuant
to Administrative Code §14B.17.
By entering into this Agreement, Contractor acknowledges and agrees that any
liquidated damages assessed by the Director of the HRC shall be payable to City upon
demand. Contractor further acknowledges and agrees that any liquidated damages assessed
may be withheld from any monies due to Contractor on any contract with City.
Contractor agrees to maintain records necessary for monitoring its compliance with
the LBE Ordinance for a period of three years following termination or expiration of this
Agreement, and shall make such records available for audit and inspection by the Director
of HRC or the Controller upon request.
34.

Nondiscrimination; Penalties
a. Contractor Shall Not Discriminate. In the performance of this Agreement,
Contractor agrees not to discriminate against any employee, City and County employee
working with such contractor or subcontractor, applicant for employment with such
contractor or subcontractor, or against any person seeking accommodations, advantages,
facilities, privileges, services, or membership in all business, social, or other establishments
or organizations, on the basis of the fact or perception of a person’s race, color, creed,
religion, national origin, ancestry, age, height, weight, sex, sexual orientation, gender
identity, domestic partner status, marital status, disability or Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome or HIV status (AIDS/HIV status), or association with members of such protected
classes, or in retaliation for opposition to discrimination against such classes.
b. Subcontracts. Contractor shall incorporate by reference in all subcontracts the
provisions of §§12B.2(a), 12B.2(c)-(k), and 12C.3 of the San Francisco Administrative
Code (copies of which are available from Purchasing) and shall require all subcontractors
to comply with such provisions. Contractor’s failure to comply with the obligations in this
subsection shall constitute a material breach of this Agreement.
c.
Nondiscrimination in Benefits. Contractor does not as of the date of this Agreement
and will not during the term of this Agreement, in any of its operations in San Francisco, on
real property owned by San Francisco, or where work is being performed for the City
elsewhere in the United States, discriminate in the provision of bereavement leave, family
medical leave, health benefits, membership or membership discounts, moving expenses,
pension and retirement benefits or travel benefits, as well as any benefits other than the
benefits specified above, between employees with domestic partners and employees with
spouses, and/or between the domestic partners and spouses of such employees, where the
domestic partnership has been registered with a governmental entity pursuant to state or
local law authorizing such registration, subject to the conditions set forth in §12B.2(b) of
the San Francisco Administrative Code.
d. Condition to Contract. As a condition to this Agreement, Contractor shall execute
the “Chapter 12B Declaration: Nondiscrimination in Contracts and Benefits” form (form
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HRC-12B-101) with supporting documentation and secure the approval of the form by the
San Francisco Human Rights Commission.
e.
Incorporation of Administrative Code Provisions by Reference. The provisions of
Chapters 12B and 12C of the San Francisco Administrative Code are incorporated in this
Section by reference and made a part of this Agreement as though fully set forth herein.
Contractor shall comply fully with and be bound by all of the provisions that apply to this
Agreement under such Chapters, including but not limited to the remedies provided in such
Chapters. Without limiting the foregoing, Contractor understands that pursuant to
§§12B.2(h) and 12C.3(g) of the San Francisco Administrative Code, a penalty of $50 for
each person for each calendar day during which such person was discriminated against in
violation of the provisions of this Agreement may be assessed against Contractor and/or
deducted from any payments due Contractor.
35.

Reserved.

36.
Left blank by agreement of the parties. (Tropical Hardwood and Virgin Redwood
Ban)
37.
Drug-Free Workplace Policy. Contractor acknowledges that pursuant to the Federal
Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1989, the unlawful manufacture, distribution, dispensation,
possession, or use of a controlled substance is prohibited on City premises. Contractor agrees
that any violation of this prohibition by Contractor, its employees, agents or assigns will be
deemed a material breach of this Agreement.
38.
Resource Conservation. Chapter 5 of the San Francisco Environment Code (“Resource
Conservation”) is incorporated herein by reference. Failure by Contractor to comply with any of
the applicable requirements of Chapter 5 will be deemed a material breach of contract.
39.
Compliance with Americans with Disabilities Act. Contractor acknowledges that,
pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), programs, services and other activities
provided by a public entity to the public, whether directly or through a contractor, must be
accessible to the disabled public. Contractor shall provide the services specified in this
Agreement in a manner that complies with the ADA and any and all other applicable federal,
state and local disability rights legislation. Contractor agrees not to discriminate against disabled
persons in the provision of services, benefits or activities provided under this Agreement and
further agrees that any violation of this prohibition on the part of Contractor, its employees,
agents or assigns will constitute a material breach of this Agreement.
40.
Sunshine Ordinance. In accordance with San Francisco Administrative Code §67.24(e),
contracts, contractors’ bids, responses to solicitations and all other records of communications
between City and persons or firms seeking contracts, shall be open to inspection immediately
after a contract has been awarded. Nothing in this provision requires the disclosure of a private
person or organization’s net worth or other proprietary financial data submitted for qualification
for a contract or other benefit until and unless that person or organization is awarded the contract
or benefit. Information provided which is covered by this paragraph will be made available to the
public upon request.
41.
Public Access to Meetings and Records. If the Contractor receives a cumulative total
per year of at least $250,000 in City funds or City-administered funds and is a non-profit
organization as defined in Chapter 12L of the San Francisco Administrative Code, Contractor
SFMTA P-500 (5-10)
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shall comply with and be bound by all the applicable provisions of that Chapter. By executing
this Agreement, the Contractor agrees to open its meetings and records to the public in the
manner set forth in §§12L.4 and 12L.5 of the Administrative Code. Contractor further agrees to
make-good faith efforts to promote community membership on its Board of Directors in the
manner set forth in §12L.6 of the Administrative Code. The Contractor acknowledges that its
material failure to comply with any of the provisions of this paragraph shall constitute a material
breach of this Agreement. The Contractor further acknowledges that such material breach of the
Agreement shall be grounds for the City to terminate and/or not renew the Agreement, partially
or in its entirety.
42.
Limitations on Contributions. Through execution of this Agreement, Contractor
acknowledges that it is familiar with section 1.126 of the City’s Campaign and Governmental
Conduct Code, which prohibits any person who contracts with the City for the rendition of
personal services, for the furnishing of any material, supplies or equipment, for the sale or lease
of any land or building, or for a grant, loan or loan guarantee, from making any campaign
contribution to (1) an individual holding a City elective office if the contract must be approved
by the individual, a board on which that individual serves, or the board of a state agency on
which an appointee of that individual serves, (2) a candidate for the office held by such
individual, or (3) a committee controlled by such individual, at any time from the
commencement of negotiations for the contract until the later of either the termination of
negotiations for such contract or six months after the date the contract is approved. Contractor
acknowledges that the foregoing restriction applies only if the contract or a combination or series
of contracts approved by the same individual or board in a fiscal year have a total anticipated or
actual value of $50,000 or more. Contractor further acknowledges that the prohibition on
contributions applies to each prospective party to the contract; each member of Contractor’s
board of directors; Contractor’s chairperson, chief executive officer, chief financial officer and
chief operating officer; any person with an ownership interest of more than 20 percent in
Contractor; any subcontractor listed in the bid or contract; and any committee that is sponsored
or controlled by Contractor. Additionally, Contractor acknowledges that Contractor must inform
each of the persons described in the preceding sentence of the prohibitions contained in
Section 1.126. Contractor further agrees to provide to City the names of each person, entity or
committee described above.
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43.
Requiring Minimum Compensation for Covered Employees. Contractor shall pay
covered employees no less than the minimum compensation required by San Francisco's
Minimum Compensation Ordinance (MCO), and shall otherwise comply with the MCO as set
forth in San Francisco Administrative Code Chapter 12P (Chapter 12P). The provisions of
Chapter 12P , including but not limited to the penalties for noncompliance provided therein, are
incorporated herein by this reference, and made part of this Agreement as though fully set forth
herein.
44.
Requiring Health Benefits for Covered Employees. Contractor shall choose and
perform one of the Health Care Accountability options set forth in Section 12Q.3 of the Health
Care Accountability Ordinance (HCAO), and shall otherwise comply with the HCAO as set forth
in San Francisco Administrative Code Chapter 12Q.The provisions of Chapter 12Q, including
but not limited to the penalties for noncompliance provided therein, are incorporated herein by
this reference, and made part of this Agreement as though fully set forth herein.
45.
First Source Hiring Program. Contractor shall comply with all of the provisions of the
First Source Hiring Program, Chapter 83 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, that apply to
this Agreement, including but not limited to the remedies for noncompliance provided therein,
The provisions of Chapter 83 are incorporated herein by this reference, and made part of this
Agreement as though fully set forth herein.
46.
Prohibition on Political Activity with City Funds. In accordance with San Francisco
Administrative Code Chapter 12.G, Contractor may not participate in, support, or attempt to
influence any political campaign for a candidate or for a ballot measure (collectively, “Political
Activity”) in the performance of the services provided under this Agreement. Contractor agrees
to comply with San Francisco Administrative Code Chapter 12.G and any implementing rules
and regulations promulgated by the City’s Controller. The terms and provisions of Chapter 12.G
are incorporated herein by this reference. In the event Contractor violates the provisions of this
section, the City may, in addition to any other rights or remedies available hereunder,
(i) terminate this Agreement, and (ii) prohibit Contractor from bidding on or receiving any new
City contract for a period of two (2) years. The Controller will not consider Contractor’s use of
profit as a violation of this section.
47.

Reserved.

48.
Modification of Agreement. This Agreement may not be modified, nor may compliance
with any of its terms be waived, except by written instrument executed and approved in the same
manner as this Agreement. Contractor shall cooperate with the SFMTA to submit to the
SFMTA Contract Compliance Office any amendment, modification, supplement or change order
that would result in a cumulative increase of the original amount of this Agreement by more than
20% (HRC Contract Modification Form).
49.
Administrative Remedy for Agreement Interpretation. Should any question arise as to
the meaning and intent of this Agreement, the question shall, prior to any other action or resort to
any other legal remedy, be referred to Purchasing who shall decide the true meaning and intent
of the Agreement.
50.
Agreement Made in California; Venue. The formation, interpretation and performance
of this Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of California. Venue for all
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litigation relative to the formation, interpretation and performance of this Agreement shall be in
San Francisco.
51.
Construction. All paragraph captions are for reference only and shall not be considered
in construing this Agreement.
52.
Entire Agreement. This contract sets forth the entire Agreement between the parties, and
supersedes all other oral or written provisions. This contract may be modified only as provided in
Section 48, “Modification of Agreement.”
53.
Compliance with Laws. Contractor shall keep itself fully informed of the City’s Charter,
codes, ordinances and regulations of the City and of all state, and federal laws in any manner
affecting the performance of this Agreement, and must at all times comply with such local codes,
ordinances, and regulations and all applicable laws as they may be amended from time to time.
54.
Services Provided by Attorneys. Any services to be provided by a law firm or attorney
must be reviewed and approved in writing in advance by the City Attorney. No invoices for
services provided by law firms or attorneys, including, without limitation, as subcontractors of
Contractor, will be paid unless the provider received advance written approval from the City
Attorney.
55.

Left blank by agreement of the parties. (Supervision of Minors)

56.
Severability. Should the application of any provision of this Agreement to any particular
facts or circumstances be found by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid or
unenforceable, then (a) the validity of other provisions of this Agreement shall not be affected or
impaired thereby, and (b) such provision shall be enforced to the maximum extent possible so as
to effect the intent of the parties and shall be reformed without further action by the parties to the
extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.
57.
Protection of Private Information. Contractor has read and agrees to the terms set forth
in San Francisco Administrative Code Sections 12M.2, “Nondisclosure of Private Information,”
and 12M.3, “Enforcement” of Administrative Code Chapter 12M, “Protection of Private
Information,” which are incorporated herein as if fully set forth. Contractor agrees that any
failure of Contactor to comply with the requirements of Section 12M.2 of this Chapter shall be a
material breach of the Contract. In such an event, in addition to any other remedies available to it
under equity or law, the City may terminate the Contract, bring a false claim action against the
Contractor pursuant to Chapter 6 or Chapter 21 of the Administrative Code, or debar the
Contractor.
58.

Reserved.

59.
Cooperative Drafting. This Agreement has been drafted through a cooperative effort of
both parties, and both parties have had an opportunity to have the Agreement reviewed and
revised by legal counsel. No party shall be considered the drafter of this Agreement, and no
presumption or rule that an ambiguity shall be construed against the party drafting the clause
shall apply to the interpretation or enforcement of this Agreement
60.

Left blank by agreement of the parties. (Slavery Era Disclosure)

61. MacBride Principles—Northern Ireland. Pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code
§12F.5, the City and County of San Francisco urges companies doing business in Northern
Ireland to move towards resolving employment inequities, and encourages such companies to
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abide by the MacBride Principles. The City and County of San Francisco urges San Francisco
companies to do business with corporations that abide by the MacBride Principles. By signing
below, the person executing this agreement on behalf of Contractor acknowledges and agrees
that he or she has read and understood this section..
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement on the day first
mentioned above.
CITY

CONTRACTOR

San Francisco

City Services

Municipal Transportation Agency
By signing this Agreement, I certify that I
comply with the requirements of the Minimum
Compensation Ordinance, which entitles
Covered Employees to certain minimum
hourly wages and compensated and
uncompensated time off.

Edward D. Reiskin
Director of Transportation
Approved as to Form:
Dennis J. Herrera
City Attorney

_____________________________________
Kenneth Porter
Principal

By:
Stephanie Stuart
Deputy City Attorney

2425 Church Lane 20
San Pablo, CA 94806

AUTHORIZED BY:

City Vendor Number: 77716

MUNICIPAL TRANSPORTATION
AGENCY BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Resolution No:
Adopted:
Attest:
Roberta Boomer, Secretary
SFMTA Board of Directors

Appendices
A:

Services to be provided by Contractor

B:

Calculation of Charges

C:

Applicable Federal Regulations
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Appendix A
Services to be provided by Contractor
1.

Description of Services

The services to be performed by CONTRACTOR shall be as requested by the Program
Manager, including, but not limited to, the following:
Except as expressly directed by the Program Manager or as otherwise provided herein, the
furnishing of Collection Services shall conform to Federal drug and alcohol testing
requirements contained in 49 CFR Parts 40 and 655, as they may be amended from time to
time (“DOT and FTA regulations”). In addition, all services shall be in conformance with all
other applicable state and federal statutes and regulations, including those pertaining to the
confidentiality of medical information.
A. Project Manager
Contractor shall assign a Project Manager to the Agreement, subject to the approval of the
SFMTA Program Manager, who shall be the primary contact with the SFMTA Program
Manager and shall coordinate the furnishing of all specified services. It is expressly
understood that any change or substitution in collection site personnel requires written
notification and evidence of certification for Breath Alcohol Technician (BAT) and Urine
Drug Collector (UDC) to the SFMTA Program Manager.
B. Collection Site Personnel
(1)

Collection site personnel shall be trained by Contractor in procedures designed to
comply with 49 CFR Part 40, Subparts C and J, and shall demonstrate proficiency
in complying with these procedures prior to serving as collection site personnel
for the Contractor. They shall be provided with detailed written instructions for
all steps in collection and documentation process, and chain of custody of the
specimen for both urine and breath alcohol collections.

2)

These instructions shall clearly specify that the collection site personnel are
responsible for maintaining the integrity of the specimen and breath alcohol
collection and transfer process, including the proper utilization of SFMTArequired consent forms. Collection site personnel shall also be trained to ensure
the modesty and privacy of the employee and directed to avoid any conduct or
remarks that might be construed as accusatory or otherwise offensive or
inappropriate.

C. Collection Sites
The designated collection site shall comply with all requirements specified in 49 CFR Part
40, Subparts D and K.
Procedures for collecting urine specimens shall allow individual privacy unless there is
reason to believe a particular individual may alter or substitute the specimen to be provided.
No unauthorized personnel shall be permitted in any part of the designated collection site
where specimens are collected or stored.
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Contractor shall provide for the collection site to be secure at all times. The collection site
shall be dedicated to drug and alcohol testing and the portion of the facility used for testing
shall be secure at all times.
D. Collection Site Procedures for Urine Drug Testing
Contractor shall comply with the provisions of Part 40 as they may be further amended from
time to time. To the extent that amendments to Part 40 differ from the provisions in this
Appendix, the amendments to Part 40 will take precedence over these provisions and
Contractor will be bound by them as if they were incorporated into these provisions.
Collection procedures should be designed to comply with 49 CFR Subparts D and E,
including, but not limited to: a) security of samples and the collection site; b) specimen
control; c) completion of Specimen Custody and Control forms; d) completion of SFMTA
Consent to Test and Use of Disclosure of Medical Information forms; e) SFMTA employee
identification procedures; f) privacy; g) inspection of samples to ensure the integrity and
identity of specimens; h) specimen examination and documentation of temperature
measurement; i) conditions indicating the need for collection of a specimen by direct
observation; j) the procedures to follow for a collection of a specimen by direct observation
when warranted under the regulations; k) submission of “expedited” specimens to the
laboratory; and l) routine specimen transportation to the laboratory.
E. Shipment of Specimens to Lab
Contractor shall ship specimens to the laboratory on the day of the test, except in those instances
where the test was performed after the last shipment has been picked up by the laboratory's
courier or on weekends. In those instances, the Contractor shall ensure that the specimen is
picked up on the next business day.
F. Collection Under Direct Observation
The circumstances outlined in 49 CFR Section 40.67 shall be the exclusive grounds for
believing that an individual may alter or substitute a specimen. The decision to obtain a
specimen under direct observation shall be made only after review with the Program
Manager or designee.
G. Collection for Breath Alcohol
Collection procedures shall be designed to comply with 49 CFR Part 40, Subparts J, K, L, M,
and N, including, but not limited to the following: a) breath alcohol collection shall be
administered by a certified Breath Alcohol Technician (BAT) or Screening Test Technician
(STT); b) a BAT shall only use an Evidential Breath Testing Device (EBT) and STT shall
only use an Alcohol Screening Device (ASD) that is approved by the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA); c) all EBTs used must be externally calibrated in
accordance with the plan developed by the manufacturer of the device for quality assurance;
d) BATs and STTs shall only use U.S. DOT Breath Alcohol Testing Forms e) BATs and
STTs shall follow all rules in 49 CFR Part 40, Subparts L, M and N, for operation of the EBT
or ASD; f) if an initial test is .02 or greater, the BAT or STT shall perform a confirmation
test at least 15 minutes, and no later than 30 minutes, after the completion of the screening
test.
H. Calibration Checks
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Contractor shall submit copies of calibration checks to the SFMTA with each monthly
invoice.
I. Documentation of Employee Refusal to Cooperate
If the employee refuses to cooperate with the collection process (e.g., refuses to provide a
complete urine specimen or an inadequate amount of breath, to complete paperwork, or to
initial documentation of the specimen collected), the collection site person shall document
the non-cooperation on the Custody and Control forms and inform the Program Manager or
designee immediately.
J. Chain of Custody
Chain of custody standardized forms shall be properly executed by authorized collection site
personnel upon receipt of urine specimens and/or breath alcohol collections.
K. Integrity and Identity of Specimen
The collection site shall take precautions to ensure that a urine specimen is not adulterated or
diluted during the collection procedure and that information on the urine bottle and on the
chain of custody form can identify the individual from whom the specimen was collected.
The following minimum precautions shall be taken to ensure that unadulterated specimens
are obtained and correctly identified:
1.

To deter the dilution of specimens at the collection site, toilet bluing agents shall be
placed in toilet tanks so the reservoir of water in the toilet bowl always remains blue.
There shall be no source of water (e.g., no shower or sink) in the enclosure where
urination occurs.

2.

When an individual arrives at the collection site, the collection site person shall request
the individual to present photo identification. If the individual does not have proper
photo identification, the collection site person shall contact the Testing Coordinator for
assistance with contacting the supervisor of the employee for positive identification of
the individual. If the individual’s identity cannot be established, the collection site
person shall not proceed with the collection.

3.

Collection site personnel shall request the individual to sign and complete an SFMTArequied consent form.

4.

If the individual fails to arrive at the collection site at the assigned time, the collection
site person shall contact the Testing Coordinator or Program Manager to advise him or
her of the no-show status.

5.

The collection site person shall ask the individual to remove any unnecessary outer
garments such as a coat or jacket that might conceal items or substances that could be
used to tamper with or adulterate the individual’s urine specimen. The collection site
person shall ensure that all personal belongings such as a purse or briefcase, remain
with the clothes, and that these items are secured. The individual may retain his or her
wallet.

6.

The individual shall be instructed to wash and dry his or her hands prior to submitting
urine sample.
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7.

After washing hands, the individual shall remain in the presence of the collection site
person and shall not have access to any water fountain, faucet, soap dispenser,
cleansing agent or any other materials which could be used to adulterate the specimen.

8.

The collection site person shall provide the individual with a collection container.

9.

The individual may provide his/her specimen in the privacy of a stall or otherwise
partitioned area that allows for individual privacy.

10. The collection site person shall note any unusual behavior or appearance on the chain
of custody form, as it relates to the collection process only.
11. Upon receiving the specimen from the individual, the collection site person shall
transfer the urine from the collection container to the specimen bottle in the presence of
the employee.
12. The collection site person shall determine that the specimen contains at least 45
milliliters of urine. If there are less than 45 milliliters of urine in the container, the
specimen shall be discarded. If the individual is still unable to provide a complete
specimen, the following rules apply:
a. The employee shall remain at the collection site and will be provided with no more
than 40 oz of water to drink until a new urine specimen can be obtained. Another
sample must be taken within three hours. The three hours do not start until the
donor has made his/her first attempt.
b. The collection site will have in place a procedure to keep track of: 1) the amount of
fluid that the donor intakes; and 2) the time allotted for the donor to provide a urine
sample.
c. If the employee cannot provide a complete sample within the three-hour period, the
test shall be treated as positive and the collector shall notify the testing coordinator
immediately of the situation.
d. Upon receipt of information regarding the failure of an employee to provide a
sample, the program manager or designee shall contact the MRO. The MRO may
refer the individual for a medical evaluation to develop pertinent information
concerning whether the individual’s inability to provide a urine specimen is genuine
or constitutes a refusal to provide a specimen (in pre-employment testing, if the
employer does not wish to hire the individual, the MRO is not required to make
such a referral).
e. Upon completion of the examination, the MRO will report his or her conclusions to
the employer in writing.
13. After the urine specimen has been provided and submitted to the collection site person,
the individual shall be allowed to wash his or her hands.
14. The collection site person shall measure the temperature of the urine specimen. The
temperature measuring device must accurately reflect the temperature of the specimen
and not contaminate the specimen. The time from urination to temperature
measurement is critical and in no case shall exceed four minutes.
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15. Immediately after the urine specimen is collected, the collection site person shall also
inspect the specimen to determine its color and look for any signs of contaminants.
Any unusual findings shall be noted on the chain of custody form.
16. Whenever there is reason to believe that a particular individual has altered or
substituted the urine specimen, a second specimen shall be obtained as soon as possible
under the direct observation of a same gender collection site person.
17. All urine specimens suspected of being adulterated shall be forwarded to the laboratory
for testing.
18. If the urine specimen is not immediately prepared for shipment, it shall be appropriately
safeguarded during temporary storage.
19. If a test is cancelled due to collector error, Contractor shall perform a new test
collection at no charge.
L. Collection Control
To the maximum extent possible, collection site personnel shall keep the individual’s
specimen bottle within sight both before and after the individual has submitted a urine
sample. After the specimen is collected, it shall be properly sealed and labeled. An
approved DOT chain-of-custody form shall be used for maintaining control and
accountability of each specimen from the point of collection to final disposition of the
specimen. The date shall be documented on an approved DOT chain-of-custody form each
time a specimen is handled and every individual in the chain shall be identified. Every effort
shall be made to minimize the number of persons handling specimens.
Collection personnel must be familiar with the DOT guidelines identifying “fatal flaws” that
should result in a specimen rejection by the laboratory. “Fatal flaws” include a mismatch of
identification numbers between the specimen bottle and the chain-of-custody form, ,
omission of the collector’s name and signature, , insufficient quantity of urine in the primary
specimen bottle (the Federal regulation requires a total of 45 ml, 30 ml in the primary
specimen and 15 in the secondary specimen), specimen bottle is broken or shows evidence of
tampering.
M. Equipment
Consultant must provide documentation on the year, make, model, size and operating
condition of equipment and back-up equipment.
N. Records Management
The collection site shall maintain and make readily available to the SFMTA the following
material for all urine drug collections: a) records for the training of each collector; b) records
related to the collection process; c) collection log book; and d) the employer copy of the
Chain of Custody and Control Form. Contractor shall provide the Testing Coordinator with
copies of the Chain of Custody and Control Form at the end of each testing shift. For tests
performed after regular business hours, Consultant shall submit the Form to the SFMTA no
later than the next business day.
In reference to the collection of breath alcohol, Consultant shall maintain the following
documentation: a) alcohol results of 0.02 or greater; b) documentation of refusals to take
required alcohol tests; c) calibration documentation for evidential breath testing device; d)
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records related to the collection process; e) collection log book (if used); f) documentation of
breath alcohol technician training; g) records of the inspection and maintenance of each EBT
and STT used in employee testing; and h) documentation of the employer's compliance with
the quality assurance program (QAP) for the EBT and/or STT it uses for breath alcohol
testing under this part.
O. Qualifications
The SFMTA reserves the right to disapprove or approve any employee who is hired to
perform a collection for an SFMTA employee.
Contractor’s proposal, dated August 30, 2013 is incorporated by reference as though fully set
forth. In the event of any conflict, the documents making up the Agreement between the
parties shall govern in the following order of precedence: 1) this Agreement and its
appendices; 2) the Request for Proposals dated July 12, 2013; and 3) Contractor’s Proposal,
dated August 30, 2013.
2.

Reports

Contractor shall submit written reports as requested by the SFMTA. Format for the
content of such reports shall be determined by the SFMTA. The timely submission of all reports
is a necessary and material term and condition of this Agreement. The reports, including any
copies, shall be submitted on recycled paper and printed on double-sided pages to the maximum
extent possible.
3.

SFMTA Liaison

In performing the services provided for in this Agreement, the SFMTA liaison with the
Contractor will be William R. Smith.
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Appendix B
Calculation of Charges
CONTRACTOR to provide services described and directed in the Outline of Services with the
fees per each drug/alcohol screen for all services described below.
Drug Screen

$45.00

Alcohol Test

$45.00

After Hours Testing (5:00 pm -8:00 am)

$125.00

Alcohol Test Confirmation Fee

$.00

On-Site Standby Time per Minute*

$1.00

Testing, other than Random or Follow-Up,
done while doing already scheduled testing.

$15.00

Observer of opposite sex of the collector if
required to be provided by contractor. Rate
per hour during all scheduled testing.

$25.00

In the event that an individual is unable to provide a specimen/sample for either urine drug
screen or breath alcohol, the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency may request either
a shy lung evaluation or a shy bladder evaluation from a licensed physician to determine the
donor’s ability to provide an adequate specimen/sample.
Fee for shy bladder/lung evaluation:

N/A

Staff witness testimony:

$25.00

Expert witness testimony (physician):

N/A

Mileage

$.00

Other, describe:

N/A
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* Standby time for on-site collection is calculated by taking the total minutes on the job
(minimum four (4) hours per scheduled shift) and subtracting 30 minutes for each Random or
Follow Up (both drug and alcohol) and subtracting 20 minutes for each test other than random or
follow up (both drug and alcohol).
Quality Assurance Report
Chain of Custody Form
Error Location
Step 1-A
Step 1-B
Step 1-C
Step 1-D
Step 1-E
Step 1-F
Step 1-G
Step 2
Step 4

Fee $
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00

Alcohol Testing Form
Error Location
Step 1-A
Step 1-B
Step 1-C
Step 1-D
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4

Fee $
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00

The SFMTA will not pay for a test that is conducted in which a fatal flaw occurs,
the test is cancelled by the MRO due to collector error, or in which a Breath Alcohol
Test is done after a Urine Collection is performed.
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Appendix C
Applicable Federal Regulations
Subpart C - Urine Collection Personnel
§ 40.31 Who may collect urine specimens for DOT drug testing?
(a) Collectors meeting the requirements of this subpart are the only persons
authorized to collect urine specimens for DOT drug testing.
(b) A collector must meet training requirements of § 40.33.
(c) As the immediate supervisor of an employee being tested, you may not act as
the collector when that employee is tested, unless no other collector is available and
you are permitted to do so under DOT agency drug and alcohol regulations.
(d) You must not act as the collector for the employee being tested if you work for a
HHS-certified laboratory (e.g., as a technician or accessioner) and could link the
employee with a urine specimen, drug testing result, or laboratory report.
§ 40.33 What training requirements must a collector meet?
To be permitted to act as a collector in the DOT drug testing program, you must
meet each of the requirements of this section:
(a) Basic information. You must be knowledgeable about this part, the current “DOT
Urine Specimen Collection Procedures Guidelines,” and DOT agency regulations
applicable to the employers for whom you perform collections, and you must keep
current on any changes to these materials. The DOT Urine Specimen Collection
Procedures Guidelines document is available from ODAPC (Department of
Transportation, 1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE., Washington DC, 20590, 202-366-3784,
or on the ODAPC web site ( http://www.dot.gov/ost/dapc ).
(b) Qualification training. You must receive qualification training meeting the
requirements of this paragraph. Qualification training must provide instruction on the
following subjects:
(1) All steps necessary to complete a collection correctly and the proper completion
and transmission of the CCF;
(2) “Problem” collections ( e.g., situations like “shy bladder” and attempts to tamper
with a specimen);
(3) Fatal flaws, correctable flaws, and how to correct problems in collections; and
(4) The collector's responsibility for maintaining the integrity of the collection
process, ensuring the privacy of employees being tested, ensuring the security of the
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specimen, and avoiding conduct or statements that could be viewed as offensive or
inappropriate;
(c) Initial Proficiency Demonstration. Following your completion of qualification
training under paragraph (b) of this section, you must demonstrate proficiency in
collections under this part by completing five consecutive error-free mock collections.
(1) The five mock collections must include two uneventful collection scenarios, one
insufficient quantity of urine scenario, one temperature out of range scenario, and one
scenario in which the employee refuses to sign the CCF and initial the specimen bottle
tamper-evident seal.
(2) Another person must monitor and evaluate your performance, in person or by a
means that provides real-time observation and interaction between the instructor and
trainee, and attest in writing that the mock collections are “error-free.” This person must
be a qualified collector who has demonstrated necessary knowledge, skills, and abilities
by—
(i) Regularly conducting DOT drug test collections for a period of at least a year;
(ii) Conducting collector training under this part for a year; or
(iii) Successfully completing a “train the trainer” course.
(d) Schedule for qualification training and initial proficiency demonstration. The
following is the schedule for qualification training and the initial proficiency
demonstration you must meet:
(1) If you became a collector before August 1, 2001, and you have already met the
requirements of paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section, you do not have to meet them
again.
(2) If you became a collector before August 1, 2001, and have yet to meet the
requirements of paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section, you must do so no later than
January 31, 2003.
(3) If you become a collector on or after August 1, 2001, you must meet the
requirements of paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section before you begin to perform
collector functions.
(e) Refresher training. No less frequently than every five years from the date on
which you satisfactorily complete the requirements of paragraphs (b) and (c) of this
section, you must complete refresher training that meets all the requirements of
paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section.
(f) Error Correction Training. If you make a mistake in the collection process that
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causes a test to be cancelled ( i.e., a fatal or uncorrected flaw), you must undergo error
correction training. This training must occur within 30 days of the date you are notified of
the error that led to the need for retraining.
(1) Error correction training must be provided and your proficiency documented in
writing by a person who meets the requirements of paragraph (c)(2) of this section.
(2) Error correction training is required to cover only the subject matter area(s) in
which the error that caused the test to be cancelled occurred.
(3) As part of the error correction training, you must demonstrate your proficiency in
the collection procedures of this part by completing three consecutive error-free mock
collections. The mock collections must include one uneventful scenario and two
scenarios related to the area(s) in which your error(s) occurred. The person providing
the training must monitor and evaluate your performance and attest in writing that the
mock collections were “error-free.”
(g) Documentation. You must maintain documentation showing that you currently
meet all requirements of this section. You must provide this documentation on request
to DOT agency representatives and to employers and C/TPAs who are using or
negotiating to use your services.
[65 FR 79526, Dec 19, 2000; 66 FR 3885, Jan. 17, 2001, as amended at 66 FR 41950,
Aug. 9, 2001]
§ 40.35 What information about the DER must employers provide to collectors?
As an employer, you must provide to collectors the name and telephone number of
the appropriate DER (and C/TPA, where applicable) to contact about any problems or
issues that may arise during the testing process.
§ 40.37 Where is other information on the role of collectors found in this
regulation?
You can find other information on the role and functions of collectors in the
following sections of this part:
§ 40.3—Definition.
§ 40.43—Steps to prepare and secure collection sites.
§§ 40.45-40.47—Use of CCF.
§§ 40.49-40.51—Use of collection kit and shipping materials.
§§ 40.61-40.63—Preliminary steps in collections.
§ 40.65—Role in checking specimens.
§ 40.67—Role in directly observed collections.
§ 40.69—Role in monitored collections.
§ 40.71—Role in split specimen collections.
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§ 40.73—Chain of custody completion and finishing the collection process.
§ 40.103—Processing blind specimens.
§ 40.191—Action in case of refusals to take test.
§ 40.193—Action in “shy bladder” situations.
§ 40.199-40.205—Collector errors in tests, effects, and means of correction.
Subpart D—Collection Sites, Forms, Equipment and Supplies Used in DOT Urine
Collections
§ 40.41 Where does a urine collection for a DOT drug test take place?
(a) A urine collection for a DOT drug test must take place in a collection site
meeting the requirements of this section.
(b) If you are operating a collection site, you must ensure that it meets the security
requirements of § 40.43.
(c) If you are operating a collection site, you must have all necessary personnel,
materials, equipment, facilities and supervision to provide for the collection, temporary
storage, and shipping of urine specimens to a laboratory, and a suitable clean surface
for writing.
(d) Your collection site must include a facility for urination described in either
paragraph (e) or paragraph (f) of this section.
(e) The first, and preferred, type of facility for urination that a collection site may
include is a single-toilet room, having a full-length privacy door, within which urination
can occur.
(1) No one but the employee may be present in the room during the collection,
except for the observer in the event of a directly observed collection.
(2) You must have a source of water for washing hands, that, if practicable, should
be external to the closed room where urination occurs. If an external source is not
available, you may meet this requirement by securing all sources of water and other
substances that could be used for adulteration and substitution ( e.g., water faucets,
soap dispensers) and providing moist towelettes outside the closed room.
(f) The second type of facility for urination that a collection site may include is a
multistall restroom.
(1) Such a site must provide substantial visual privacy ( e.g., a toilet stall with a
partial-length door) and meet all other applicable requirements of this section.
(2) If you use a multi-stall restroom, you must either—
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(i) Secure all sources of water and other substances that could be used for
adulteration and substitution ( e.g., water faucets, soap dispensers) and place bluing
agent in all toilets or secure the toilets to prevent access; or
(ii) Conduct all collections in the facility as monitored collections (see § 40.69 for
procedures). This is the only circumstance in which you may conduct a monitored
collection.
(3) No one but the employee may be present in the multistall restroom during the
collection, except for the monitor in the event of a monitored collection or the observer
in the event of a directly observed collection.
(g) A collection site may be in a medical facility, a mobile facility ( e.g., a van), a
dedicated collection facility, or any other location meeting the requirements of this
section.
§ 40.43 What steps must operators of collection sites take to protect the security
and integrity of urine collections?
(a) Collectors and operators of collection sites must take the steps listed in this
section to prevent unauthorized access that could compromise the integrity of
collections.
(b) As a collector, you must do the following before each collection to deter
tampering with specimens:
(1) Secure any water sources or otherwise make them unavailable to employees (
e.g., turn off water inlet, tape handles to prevent opening faucets);
(2) Ensure that the water in the toilet is blue;
(3) Ensure that no soap, disinfectants, cleaning agents, or other possible
adulterants are present;
(4) Inspect the site to ensure that no foreign or unauthorized substances are
present;
(5) Tape or otherwise secure shut any movable toilet tank top, or put bluing in the
tank;
(6) Ensure that undetected access ( e.g., through a door not in your view) is not
possible;
(7) Secure areas and items ( e.g., ledges, trash receptacles, paper towel holders,
under-sink areas) that appear suitable for concealing contaminants; and
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(8) Recheck items in paragraphs (b)(1) through (7) of this section following each
collection to ensure the site's continued integrity.
(c) If the collection site uses a facility normally used for other purposes, like a public
rest room or hospital examining room, you must, as a collector, also ensure before the
collection that:
(1) Access to collection materials and specimens is effectively restricted; and
(2) The facility is secured against access during the procedure to ensure privacy to
the employee and prevent distraction of the collector. Limited-access signs must be
posted.
(d) As a collector, you must take the following additional steps to ensure security
during the collection process:
(1) To avoid distraction that could compromise security, you are limited to
conducting a collection for only one employee at a time. However, during the time one
employee is in the period for drinking fluids in a “shy bladder” situation (see
§ 40.193(b)), you may conduct a collection for another employee.
(2) To the greatest extent you can, keep an employee's collection container within
view of both you and the employee between the time the employee has urinated and
the specimen is sealed.
(3) Ensure you are the only person in addition to the employee who handles the
specimen before it is poured into the bottles and sealed with tamper-evident seals.
(4) In the time between when the employee gives you the specimen and when you
seal the specimen, remain within the collection site.
(5) Maintain personal control over each specimen and CCF throughout the
collection process.
(e) If you are operating a collection site, you must implement a policy and
procedures to prevent unauthorized personnel from entering any part of the site in
which urine specimens are collected or stored.
(1) Only employees being tested, collectors and other collection site workers,
DERs, employee and employer representatives authorized by the employer ( e.g.,
employer policy, collective bargaining agreement), and DOT agency representatives are
authorized persons for purposes of this paragraph (e).
(2) Except for the observer in a directly observed collection or the monitor in the
case of a monitored collection, you must not permit anyone to enter the urination facility
in which employees provide specimens.
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(3) You must ensure that all authorized persons are under the supervision of a
collector at all times when permitted into the site.
(4) You or the collector may remove any person who obstructs, interferes with, or
causes a delay in the collection process.
(f) If you are operating a collection site, you must minimize the number of persons
handling specimens.
§ 40.45 What form is used to document a DOT urine collection?
(a) The Federal Drug Testing Custody and Control Form (CCF) must be used to
document every urine collection required by the DOT drug testing program. The CCF
must be a five-part carbonless manifold form. You may view this form on the
Department's web site ( http://www.dot.gov/ost/dapc ) or the HHS web site (
http://www.workplace.samhsa.gov ).
(b) You must not use a non-Federal form or an expired CCF to conduct a DOT
urine collection. As a laboratory, C/TPA or other party that provides CCFs to employers,
collection sites, or other customers, you must not provide copies of an expired CCF to
these participants. You must also affirmatively notify these participants that they must
not use an expired CCF (e.g., that after November 30, 2011, they must not use an
expired CCF for DOT urine collections).
(c) As a participant in the DOT drug testing program, you are not permitted to
modify or revise the CCF except as follows:
(1) You may include, in the area outside the border of the form, other information
needed for billing or other purposes necessary to the collection process.
(2) The CCF must include the names, addresses, telephone numbers and fax
numbers of the employer and the MRO, which may be preprinted, typed, or handwritten.
The MRO information must include the specific physician's name and address, as
opposed to only a generic clinic, health care organization, or company name. This
information is required, and it is prohibited for an employer, collector, service agent or
any other party to omit it. In addition, a C/TPA's name, address, fax number, and
telephone number may be included, but is not required. The employer may use a
C/TPA's address in place of its own, but must continue to include its name, telephone
number, and fax number.
(3) As an employer, in Step 1-D of the CCF you may preprint the box for the DOT
Agency under whose authority the test will occur.
(4) As a collector, you may use a CCF with your name, address, telephone number,
and fax number preprinted, but under no circumstances may you sign the form before
the collection event.
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(d) Under no circumstances may the CCF transmit personal identifying information
about an employee (other than a social security number (SSN) or other employee
identification (ID) number) to a laboratory.
(e) As an employer, you may use an equivalent foreign-language version of the
CCF approved by ODAPC. You may use such a non-English language form only in a
situation where both the employee and collector understand and can use the form in
that language.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 66 FR 41950, Aug. 9, 2001; 75 FR 59107,
Sept. 27, 2010; 76 FR 59577, Sept. 27, 2011]
§ 40.47 May employers use the CCF for non-Federal collections or non-Federal
forms for DOT collections?
(a) No, as an employer, you are prohibited from using the CCF for non-Federal
urine collections. You are also prohibited from using non-Federal forms for DOT urine
collections. Doing either subjects you to enforcement action under DOT agency
regulations.
(b) (1) In the rare case where the collector, either by mistake or as the only means
to conduct a test under difficult circumstances ( e.g., post-accident or reasonable
suspicion test with insufficient time to obtain the CCF), uses a non-Federal form for a
DOT collection, the use of a non-Federal form does not present a reason for the
laboratory to reject the specimen for testing or for an MRO to cancel the result.
(2) The use of the non-Federal form is a “correctable flaw.” As an MRO, to correct
the problem you must follow the procedures of § 40.205(b)(2).
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 66 FR 41950, Aug. 9, 2001]
§ 40.49 What materials are used to collect urine specimens?
For each DOT drug test, you must use a collection kit meeting the requirements of
Appendix A of this part.
§ 40.51 What materials are used to send urine specimens to the laboratory?
(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this section, you must use a shipping
container that adequately protects the specimen bottles from shipment damage in the
transport of specimens from the collection site to the laboratory.
(b) You are not required to use a shipping container if a laboratory courier handdelivers the specimens from the collection site to the laboratory.
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Subpart E—Urine Specimen Collections
§ 40.61 What are the preliminary steps in the collection process?
As the collector, you must take the following steps before actually beginning a
collection:
(a) When a specific time for an employee's test has been scheduled, or the
collection site is at the employee's work site, and the employee does not appear at the
collection site at the scheduled time, contact the DER to determine the appropriate
interval within which the DER has determined the employee is authorized to arrive. If
the employee's arrival is delayed beyond that time, you must notify the DER that the
employee has not reported for testing. In a situation where a C/TPA has notified an
owner/operator or other individual employee to report for testing and the employee does
not appear, the C/TPA must notify the employee that he or she has refused to test (see
§ 40.191(a)(1)).
(b) Ensure that, when the employee enters the collection site, you begin the testing
process without undue delay. For example, you must not wait because the employee
says he or she is not ready or is unable to urinate or because an authorized employer or
employee representative is delayed in arriving.
(1) If the employee is also going to take a DOT alcohol test, you must, to the
greatest extent practicable, ensure that the alcohol test is completed before the urine
collection process begins.
Example to paragraph (b)(1): An employee enters the test site for both a drug and
an alcohol test. Normally, the collector would wait until the BAT had completed the
alcohol test process before beginning the drug test process. However, there are some
situations in which an exception to this normal practice would be reasonable. One such
situation might be if several people were waiting for the BAT to conduct alcohol tests,
but a drug testing collector in the same facility were free. Someone waiting might be
able to complete a drug test without unduly delaying his or her alcohol test. Collectors
and BATs should work together, however, to ensure that post-accident and reasonable
suspicion alcohol tests happen as soon as possible ( e.g., by moving the employee to
the head of the line for alcohol tests).
(2) If the employee needs medical attention ( e.g., an injured employee in an
emergency medical facility who is required to have a post-accident test), do not delay
this treatment to collect a specimen.
(3) You must not collect, by catheterization or other means, urine from an
unconscious employee to conduct a drug test under this part. Nor may you catheterize a
conscious employee. However, you must inform an employee who normally voids
through self-catheterization that the employee is required to provide a specimen in that
manner.
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(4) If, as an employee, you normally void through self-catheterization, and decline
to do so, this constitutes a refusal to test.
(c) Require the employee to provide positive identification. You must see a photo ID
issued by the employer (other than in the case of an owner-operator or other selfemployed individual) or a Federal, state, or local government ( e.g., a driver's license).
You may not accept faxes or photocopies of identification. Positive identification by an
employer representative (not a co-worker or another employee being tested) is also
acceptable. If the employee cannot produce positive identification, you must contact a
DER to verify the identity of the employee.
(d) If the employee asks, provide your identification to the employee. Your
identification must include your name and your employer's name, but does not have to
include your picture, address, or telephone number.
(e) Explain the basic collection procedure to the employee, including showing the
employee the instructions on the back of the CCF.
(f) Direct the employee to remove outer clothing ( e.g., coveralls, jacket, coat, hat)
that could be used to conceal items or substances that could be used to tamper with a
specimen. You must also direct the employee to leave these garments and any
briefcase, purse, or other personal belongings with you or in a mutually agreeable
location. You must advise the employee that failure to comply with your directions
constitutes a refusal to test.
(1) If the employee asks for a receipt for any belongings left with you, you must
provide one.
(2) You must allow the employee to keep his or her wallet.
(3) You must not ask the employee to remove other clothing ( e.g., shirts, pants,
dresses, underwear), to remove all clothing, or to change into a hospital or examination
gown (unless the urine collection is being accomplished simultaneously with a DOT
agency-authorized medical examination).
(4) You must direct the employee to empty his or her pockets and display the items
in them to ensure that no items are present which could be used to adulterate the
specimen. If nothing is there that can be used to adulterate a specimen, the employee
can place the items back into his or her pockets. As the employee, you must allow the
collector to make this observation.
(5) If, in your duties under paragraph (f)(4) of this section, you find any material that
could be used to tamper with a specimen, you must:
(i) Determine if the material appears to be brought to the collection site with the
intent to alter the specimen, and, if it is, conduct a directly observed collection using
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direct observation procedures (see § 40.67); or
(ii) Determine if the material appears to be inadvertently brought to the collection
site ( e.g., eye drops), secure and maintain it until the collection process is completed
and conduct a normal ( i.e., unobserved) collection.
(g) You must instruct the employee not to list medications that he or she is currently
taking on the CCF. (The employee may make notes of medications on the back of the
employee copy of the form for his or her own convenience, but these notes must not be
transmitted to anyone else.)
§ 40.63 What steps does the collector take in the collection process before the
employee provides a urine specimen?
As the collector, you must take the following steps before the employee provides
the urine specimen:
(a) Complete Step 1 of the CCF.
(b) Instruct the employee to wash and dry his or her hands at this time. You must
tell the employee not to wash his or her hands again until after delivering the specimen
to you. You must not give the employee any further access to water or other materials
that could be used to adulterate or dilute a specimen.
(c) Select, or allow the employee to select, an individually wrapped or sealed
collection container from collection kit materials. Either you or the employee, with both
of you present, must unwrap or break the seal of the collection container. You must not
unwrap or break the seal on any specimen bottle at this time. You must not allow the
employee to take anything from the collection kit into the room used for urination except
the collection container.
(d) Direct the employee to go into the room used for urination, provide a specimen
of at least 45 mL, not flush the toilet, and return to you with the specimen as soon as the
employee has completed the void.
(1) Except in the case of an observed or a monitored collection (see §§ 40.67 and
40.69), neither you nor anyone else may go into the room with the employee.
(2) As the collector, you may set a reasonable time limit for voiding.
(e) You must pay careful attention to the employee during the entire collection
process to note any conduct that clearly indicates an attempt to tamper with a specimen
( e.g., substitute urine in plain view or an attempt to bring into the collection site an
adulterant or urine substitute). If you detect such conduct, you must require that a
collection take place immediately under direct observation ( see § 40.67) and complete
Step 2 by noting the conduct in the “Remarks” line of the CCF and the fact that the
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collection was observed by checking the “Observed” box. You must also, as soon as
possible, inform the DER and collection site supervisor that a collection took place
under direct observation and the reason for doing so.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 75 FR 59107, Sept. 27, 2010]
§ 40.65 What does the collector check for when the employee presents a
specimen?
As a collector, you must check the following when the employee gives the
collection container to you:
(a) Sufficiency of specimen. You must check to ensure that the specimen contains
at least 45 mL of urine.
(1) If it does not, you must follow “shy bladder” procedures (see § 40.193(b)).
(2) When you follow “shy bladder” procedures, you must discard the original
specimen, unless another problem ( i.e., temperature out of range, signs of tampering)
also exists.
(3) You are never permitted to combine urine collected from separate voids to
create a specimen.
(4) You must discard any excess urine.
(b) Temperature. You must check the temperature of the specimen no later than
four minutes after the employee has given you the specimen.
(1) The acceptable temperature range is 32-38 °C/90-100 °F.
(2) You must determine the temperature of the specimen by reading the
temperature strip attached to the collection container.
(3) If the specimen temperature is within the acceptable range, you must mark the
“Yes” box on the CCF (Step 2).
(4) If the specimen temperature is outside the acceptable range, you must mark the
“No” box and enter in the “Remarks” line (Step 2) your findings about the temperature.
(5) If the specimen temperature is outside the acceptable range, you must
immediately conduct a new collection using direct observation procedures (see
§ 40.67).
(6) In a case where a specimen is collected under direct observation because of
the temperature being out of range, you must process both the original specimen and
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the specimen collected using direct observation and send the two sets of specimens to
the laboratory. This is true even in a case in which the original specimen has insufficient
volume but the temperature is out of range. You must also, as soon as possible, inform
the DER and collection site supervisor that a collection took place under direct
observation and the reason for doing so.
(7) In a case where the employee refuses to provide another specimen (see
§ 40.191(a)(3)) or refuses to provide another specimen under direct observation (see
§ 40.191(a)(4)), you must notify the DER. As soon as you have notified the DER, you
must discard any specimen the employee has provided previously during the collection
procedure.
(c) Signs of tampering. You must inspect the specimen for unusual color, presence
of foreign objects or material, or other signs of tampering ( e.g., if you notice any
unusual odor).
(1) If it is apparent from this inspection that the employee has tampered with the
specimen ( e.g., blue dye in the specimen, excessive foaming when shaken, smell of
bleach), you must immediately conduct a new collection using direct observation
procedures (see § 40.67).
(2) In a case where a specimen is collected under direct observation because of
showing signs of tampering, you must process both the original specimen and the
specimen collected using direct observation and send the two sets of specimens to the
laboratory. This is true even in a case in which the original specimen has insufficient
volume but it shows signs of tampering. You must also, as soon as possible, inform the
DER and collection site supervisor that a collection took place under direct observation
and the reason for doing so.
(3) In a case where the employee refuses to provide a specimen under direct
observation (see § 40.191(a)(4)), you must discard any specimen the employee
provided previously during the collection procedure. Then you must notify the DER as
soon as practicable.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 66 FR 41950, Aug. 9, 2001]
§ 40.67 When and how is a directly observed collection conducted?
(a) As an employer, you must direct an immediate collection under direct
observation with no advance notice to the employee, if:
(1) The laboratory reported to the MRO that a specimen is invalid, and the MRO
reported to you that there was not an adequate medical explanation for the result;
(2) The MRO reported to you that the original positive, adulterated, or substituted
result had to be cancelled because the test of the split specimen could not be
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performed; or
(3) The laboratory reported to the MRO that the specimen was negative-dilute with
a creatinine concentration greater than or equal to 2 mg/dL but less than or equal to 5
mg/dL, and the MRO reported the specimen to you as negative-dilute and that a second
collection must take place under direct observation (see § 40.197(b)(1)).
(b) As an employer, you must direct a collection under direct observation of an
employee if the drug test is a return-to-duty test or a follow-up test.
(c) As a collector, you must immediately conduct a collection under direct
observation if:
(1) You are directed by the DER to do so (see paragraphs (a) and (b) of this
section); or
(2) You observed materials brought to the collection site or the employee's conduct
clearly indicates an attempt to tamper with a specimen (see §§ 40.61(f)(5)(i) and
40.63(e)); or
(3) The temperature on the original specimen was out of range (see § 40.65(b)(5));
or (4) The original specimen appeared to have been tampered with (see § 40.65(c)(1)).
(d)(1) As the employer, you must explain to the employee the reason for a directly
observed collection under paragraph (a) or (b) of this section.
(2) As the collector, you must explain to the employee the reason, if known, under
this part for a directly observed collection under paragraphs (c)(1) through (3) of this
section.
(e) As the collector, you must complete a new CCF for the directly observed
collection.
(1) You must mark the “reason for test” block (Step 1) the same as for the first
collection.
(2) You must check the “Observed, (Enter Remark)” box and enter the reason (see
§ 40.67(b)) in the “Remarks” line (Step 2).
(f) In a case where two sets of specimens are being sent to the laboratory because
of suspected tampering with the specimen at the collection site, enter on the “Remarks”
line of the CCF (Step 2) for each specimen a notation to this effect ( e.g., collection 1 of
2, or 2 of 2) and the specimen ID number of the other specimen.
(g) As the collector, you must ensure that the observer is the same gender as the
employee. You must never permit an opposite gender person to act as the observer.
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The observer can be a different person from the collector and need not be a qualified
collector.
(h) As the collector, if someone else is to observe the collection ( e.g., in order to
ensure a same gender observer), you must verbally instruct that person to follow
procedures at paragraphs (i) and (j) of this section. If you, the collector, are the
observer, you too must follow these procedures.
(i) As the observer, you must request the employee to raise his or her shirt, blouse,
or dress/skirt, as appropriate, above the waist; and lower clothing and underpants to
show you, by turning around, that they do not have a prosthetic device. After you have
determined that the employee does not have such a device, you may permit the
employee to return clothing to its proper position for observed urination.
(j) As the observer, you must watch the employee urinate into the collection
container. Specifically, you are to watch the urine go from the employee's body into the
collection container.
(k) As the observer but not the collector, you must not take the collection container
from the employee, but you must observe the specimen as the employee takes it to the
collector.
(l) As the collector, when someone else has acted as the observer, you must
include the observer's name in the “Remarks” line of the CCF (Step 2).
(m) As the employee, if you decline to allow a directly observed collection required
or permitted under this section to occur, this is a refusal to test.
(n) As the collector, when you learn that a directly observed collection should have
been collected but was not, you must inform the employer that it must direct the
employee to have an immediate recollection under direct observation.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 66 FR 41950, Aug. 9, 2001; 68 FR 31626,
May 28, 2003; 69 FR 64867, Nov. 9, 2004; 73 FR 35970, June 25, 2008; 73 FR 50223,
Aug. 26, 2008; 73 FR 62910, Oct. 22, 2008; 73 FR 70284, Nov. 20, 2008; 74 FR 37952,
July 30, 2009]
§ 40.69 How is a monitored collection conducted?
(a) As the collector, you must secure the room being used for the monitored
collection so that no one except the employee and the monitor can enter it until after the
collection has been completed.
(b) As the collector, you must ensure that the monitor is the same gender as the
employee, unless the monitor is a medical professional (e.g., nurse, doctor, physician's
assistant, technologist, or technician licensed or certified to practice in the jurisdiction in
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which the collection takes place). The monitor can be a different person from the
collector and need not be a qualified collector.
(c) As the collector, if someone else is to monitor the collection (e.g., in order to
ensure a same-gender monitor), you must verbally instruct that person to follow the
procedures of paragraphs (d) and (e) of this section. If you, the collector, are the
monitor, you must follow these procedures.
(d) As the monitor, you must not watch the employee urinate into the collection
container. If you hear sounds or make other observations indicating an attempt to
tamper with a specimen, there must be an additional collection under direct observation
(see §§ 40.63(e), 40.65(c), and 40.67(b)).
(e) As the monitor, you must ensure that the employee takes the collection
container directly to the collector as soon as the employee has exited the enclosure.
(f) As the collector, when someone else has acted as the monitor, you must note
that person's name in the “Remarks” line of the CCF (Step 2).
(g) As the employee being tested, if you decline to permit a collection authorized
under this section to be monitored, it is a refusal to test.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 66 FR 41951, Aug. 9, 2001]
§ 40.71 How does the collector prepare the specimens?
(a) All collections under DOT agency drug testing regulations must be split
specimen collections.
(b) As the collector, you must take the following steps, in order, after the employee
brings the urine specimen to you. You must take these steps in the presence of the
employee.
(1) Check the box on the CCF (Step 2) indicating that this was a split specimen
collection.
(2) You, not the employee, must first pour at least 30 mL of urine from the collection
container into one specimen bottle, to be used for the primary specimen.
(3) You, not the employee, must then pour at least 15 mL of urine from the
collection container into the second specimen bottle to be used for the split specimen.
(4) You, not the employee, must place and secure ( i.e., tighten or snap) the
lids/caps on the bottles.
(5) You, not the employee, must seal the bottles by placing the tamper-evident
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bottle seals over the bottle caps/lids and down the sides of the bottles.
(6) You, not the employee, must then write the date on the tamper-evident bottle
seals.
(7) You must then ensure that the employee initials the tamper-evident bottle seals
for the purpose of certifying that the bottles contain the specimens he or she provided. If
the employee fails or refuses to do so, you must note this in the “Remarks” line of the
CCF (Step 2) and complete the collection process.
(8) You must discard any urine left over in the collection container after both
specimen bottles have been appropriately filled and sealed. There is one exception to
this requirement: you may use excess urine to conduct clinical tests (e.g., protein,
glucose) if the collection was conducted in conjunction with a physical examination
required by a DOT agency regulation. Neither you nor anyone else may conduct further
testing (such as adulteration testing) on this excess urine and the employee has no
legal right to demand that the excess urine be turned over to the employee.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 66 FR 41951, Aug. 9, 2001]
§ 40.73 How is the collection process completed?
(a) As the collector, you must do the following things to complete the collection
process. You must complete the steps called for in paragraphs (a)(1) through (a)(7) of
this section in the employee's presence.
(1) Direct the employee to read and sign the certification statement on Copy 2
(Step 5) of the CCF and provide date of birth, printed name, and day and evening
contact telephone numbers. If the employee refuses to sign the CCF or to provide date
of birth, printed name, or telephone numbers, you must note this in the “Remarks” line
(Step 2) of the CCF, and complete the collection. If the employee refuses to fill out any
information, you must, as a minimum, print the employee's name in the appropriate
place.
(2) Complete the chain of custody on the CCF (Step 4) by printing your name (note:
you may pre-print your name), recording the time and date of the collection, signing the
statement, and entering the name of the delivery service transferring the specimen to
the laboratory,
(3) Ensure that all copies of the CCF are legible and complete.
(4) Remove Copy 5 of the CCF and give it to the employee.
(5) Place the specimen bottles and Copy 1 of the CCF in the appropriate pouches
of the plastic bag.
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(6) Secure both pouches of the plastic bag.
(7) Advise the employee that he or she may leave the collection site.
(8) To prepare the sealed plastic bag containing the specimens and CCF for
shipment you must:
(i) Place the sealed plastic bag in a shipping container ( e.g., standard courier box)
designed to minimize the possibility of damage during shipment. (More than one sealed
plastic bag can be placed into a single shipping container if you are doing multiple
collections.)
(ii) Seal the container as appropriate.
(iii) If a laboratory courier hand-delivers the specimens from the collection site to
the laboratory, prepare the sealed plastic bag for shipment as directed by the courier
service.
(9) Send Copy 2 of the CCF to the MRO and Copy 4 to the DER. You must fax or
otherwise transmit these copies to the MRO and DER within 24 hours or during the next
business day. Keep Copy 3 for at least 30 days, unless otherwise specified by
applicable DOT agency regulations.
(b) As a collector or collection site, you must ensure that each specimen you collect
is shipped to a laboratory as quickly as possible, but in any case within 24 hours or
during the next business day.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 71 FR 49384, Aug. 23, 2006
Subpart I—Problems in Drug Tests
§ 40.191 What is a refusal to take a DOT drug test, and what are the
consequences?
(a) As an employee, you have refused to take a drug test if you:
(1) Fail to appear for any test (except a pre-employment test) within a reasonable
time, as determined by the employer, consistent with applicable DOT agency
regulations, after being directed to do so by the employer. This includes the failure of an
employee (including an owner-operator) to appear for a test when called by a C/TPA
(see § 40.61(a));
(2) Fail to remain at the testing site until the testing process is complete; Provided,
That an employee who leaves the testing site before the testing process commences
(see § 40.63 (c)) for a pre-employment test is not deemed to have refused to test;
(3) Fail to provide a urine specimen for any drug test required by this part or DOT
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agency regulations; Provided, That an employee who does not provide a urine
specimen because he or she has left the testing site before the testing process
commences (see § 40.63 (c)) for a pre-employment test is not deemed to have refused
to test;
(4) In the case of a directly observed or monitored collection in a drug test, fail to
permit the observation or monitoring of your provision of a specimen (see §§ 40.67(l)
and 40.69(g));
(5) Fail to provide a sufficient amount of urine when directed, and it has been
determined, through a required medical evaluation, that there was no adequate medical
explanation for the failure (see § 40.193(d)(2));
(6) Fail or decline to take an additional drug test the employer or collector has
directed you to take (see, for instance, § 40.197(b));
(7) Fail to undergo a medical examination or evaluation, as directed by the MRO as
part of the verification process, or as directed by the DER under § 40.193(d). In the
case of a pre-employment drug test, the employee is deemed to have refused to test on
this basis only if the pre-employment test is conducted following a contingent offer of
employment. If there was no contingent offer of employment, the MRO will cancel the
test; or
(8) Fail to cooperate with any part of the testing process (e.g., refuse to empty
pockets when directed by the collector, behave in a confrontational way that disrupts the
collection process, fail to wash hands after being directed to do so by the collector).
(9) For an observed collection, fail to follow the observer's instructions to raise your
clothing above the waist, lower clothing and underpants, and to turn around to permit
the observer to determine if you have any type of prosthetic or other device that could
be used to interfere with the collection process.
(10) Possess or wear a prosthetic or other device that could be used to interfere
with the collection process.
(11) Admit to the collector or MRO that you adulterated or substituted the
specimen.
(b) As an employee, if the MRO reports that you have a verified adulterated or
substituted test result, you have refused to take a drug test.
(c) As an employee, if you refuse to take a drug test, you incur the consequences
specified under DOT agency regulations for a violation of those DOT agency
regulations.
(d) As a collector or an MRO, when an employee refuses to participate in the part
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of the testing process in which you are involved, you must terminate the portion of the
testing process in which you are involved, document the refusal on the CCF (including,
in the case of the collector, printing the employee's name on Copy 2 of the CCF),
immediately notify the DER by any means (e.g., telephone or secure fax machine) that
ensures that the refusal notification is immediately received. As a referral physician
(e.g., physician evaluating a “shy bladder” condition or a claim of a legitimate medical
explanation in a validity testing situation), you must notify the MRO, who in turn will
notify the DER.
(1) As the collector, you must note the refusal in the “Remarks” line (Step 2), and
sign and date the CCF.
(2) As the MRO, you must note the refusal by checking the “Refusal to Test” box in
Step 6 on Copy 2 of the CCF, checking whether the specimen was adulterated or
substituted and, if adulterated, noting the adulterant/reason. If there was another reason
for the refusal, check “Other” in Step 6 on Copy 2 of the CCF, and note the reason next
to the “Other” box and on the “Remarks” lines, as needed. You must then sign and date
the CCF.
(e) As an employee, when you refuse to take a non-DOT test or to sign a non-DOT
form, you have not refused to take a DOT test. There are no consequences under DOT
agency regulations for refusing to take a non-DOT test.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 66 FR 41953, Aug. 9, 2001; 68 FR 31626,
May 28, 2003; 71 FR 49384, Aug. 23, 2006; 73 FR 35974, June 25, 2008; 75 FR
59108, Sept. 27, 2010]
§ 40.193 What happens when an employee does not provide a sufficient amount
of urine for a drug test?
(a) This section prescribes procedures for situations in which an employee does not
provide a sufficient amount of urine to permit a drug test ( i.e., 45 mL of urine).
(b) As the collector, you must do the following:
(1) Discard the insufficient specimen, except where the insufficient specimen was
out of temperature range or showed evidence of adulteration or tampering (see
§ 40.65(b) and (c)).
(2) Urge the employee to drink up to 40 ounces of fluid, distributed reasonably
through a period of up to three hours, or until the individual has provided a sufficient
urine specimen, whichever occurs first. It is not a refusal to test if the employee declines
to drink. Document on the Remarks line of the CCF (Step 2), and inform the employee
of, the time at which the three-hour period begins and ends.
(3) If the employee refuses to make the attempt to provide a new urine specimen or
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leaves the collection site before the collection process is complete, you must
discontinue the collection, note the fact on the “Remarks” line of the CCF (Step 2), and
immediately notify the DER. This is a refusal to test.
(4) If the employee has not provided a sufficient specimen within three hours of the
first unsuccessful attempt to provide the specimen, you must discontinue the collection,
note the fact on the “Remarks” line of the CCF (Step 2), and immediately notify the
DER.
(5) Send Copy 2 of the CCF to the MRO and Copy 4 to the DER. You must send or
fax these copies to the MRO and DER within 24 hours or the next business day.
(c) As the DER, when the collector informs you that the employee has not provided
a sufficient amount of urine (see paragraph (b)(4) of this section), you must, after
consulting with the MRO, direct the employee to obtain, within five days, an evaluation
from a licensed physician, acceptable to the MRO, who has expertise in the medical
issues raised by the employee's failure to provide a sufficient specimen. (The MRO may
perform this evaluation if the MRO has appropriate expertise.)
(1) As the MRO, if another physician will perform the evaluation, you must provide
the other physician with the following information and instructions:
(i) That the employee was required to take a DOT drug test, but was unable to
provide a sufficient amount of urine to complete the test;
(ii) The consequences of the appropriate DOT agency regulation for refusing to
take the required drug test;
(iii) That the referral physician must agree to follow the requirements of paragraphs
(d) through (g) of this section.
(2) [Reserved]
(d) As the referral physician conducting this evaluation, you must recommend that
the MRO make one of the following determinations:
(1) A medical condition has, or with a high degree of probability could have,
precluded the employee from providing a sufficient amount of urine. As the MRO, if you
accept this recommendation, you must:
(i) Check “Test Cancelled” (Step 6) on the CCF; and
(ii) Sign and date the CCF.
(2) There is not an adequate basis for determining that a medical condition has, or
with a high degree of probability could have, precluded the employee from providing a
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sufficient amount of urine. As the MRO, if you accept this recommendation, you must:
(i) Check the “Refusal to Test” box and “Other” box in Step 6 on Copy 2 of the CCF
and note the reason next to the “Other” box and on the “Remarks” lines, as needed.
(ii) Sign and date the CCF.
(e) For purposes of this paragraph, a medical condition includes an ascertainable
physiological condition (e.g., a urinary system dysfunction) or a medically documented
pre-existing psychological disorder, but does not include unsupported assertions of
“situational anxiety” or dehydration.
(f) As the referral physician making the evaluation, after completing your evaluation,
you must provide a written statement of your recommendations and the basis for them
to the MRO. You must not include in this statement detailed information on the
employee's medical condition beyond what is necessary to explain your conclusion.
(g) If, as the referral physician making this evaluation in the case of a preemployment test, you determine that the employee's medical condition is a serious and
permanent or long-term disability that is highly likely to prevent the employee from
providing a sufficient amount of urine for a very long or indefinite period of time, you
must set forth your determination and the reasons for it in your written statement to the
MRO. As the MRO, upon receiving such a report, you must follow the requirements of
§ 40.195, where applicable.
(h) As the MRO, you must seriously consider and assess the referral physician's
recommendations in making your determination about whether the employee has a
medical condition that has, or with a high degree of probability could have, precluded
the employee from providing a sufficient amount of urine. You must report your
determination to the DER in writing as soon as you make it.
(i) As the employer, when you receive a report from the MRO indicating that a test
is cancelled as provided in paragraph (d)(1) of this section, you take no further action
with respect to the employee. The employee remains in the random testing pool.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 66 FR 41953, Aug. 9, 2001; 75 FR 59108,
Sept. 27, 2010]
§ 40.195 What happens when an individual is unable to provide a sufficient
amount of urine for a pre-employment follow-up or return-to-duty test because of
a permanent or long-term medical condition?
(a) This section concerns a situation in which an employee has a medical condition
that precludes him or her from providing a sufficient specimen for a pre-employment
follow-up or return-to-duty test and the condition involves a permanent or long-term
disability. As the MRO in this situation, you must do the following:
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(1) You must determine if there is clinical evidence that the individual is an illicit
drug user. You must make this determination by personally conducting, or causing to be
conducted, a medical evaluation and through consultation with the employee's physician
and/or the physician who conducted the evaluation under § 40.193(d).
(2) If you do not personally conduct the medical evaluation, you must ensure that
one is conducted by a licensed physician acceptable to you.
(3) For purposes of this section, the MRO or the physician conducting the
evaluation may conduct an alternative test ( e.g., blood) as part of the medically
appropriate procedures in determining clinical evidence of drug use.
(b) If the medical evaluation reveals no clinical evidence of drug use, as the MRO,
you must report the result to the employer as a negative test with written notations
regarding results of both the evaluation conducted under § 40.193(d) and any further
medical examination. This report must state the basis for the determination that a
permanent or long-term medical condition exists, making provision of a sufficient urine
specimen impossible, and for the determination that no signs and symptoms of drug use
exist.
(1) Check “Negative” (Step 6) on the CCF.
(2) Sign and date the CCF.
(c) If the medical evaluation reveals clinical evidence of drug use, as the MRO, you
must report the result to the employer as a cancelled test with written notations
regarding results of both the evaluation conducted under § 40.193(d) and any further
medical examination. This report must state that a permanent or long-term medical
condition exists, making provision of a sufficient urine specimen impossible, and state
the reason for the determination that signs and symptoms of drug use exist. Because
this is a cancelled test, it does not serve the purposes of a negative test ( i.e., the
employer is not authorized to allow the employee to begin or resume performing safetysensitive functions, because a negative test is needed for that purpose).
(d) For purposes of this section, permanent or long-term medical conditions are
those physiological, anatomic, or psychological abnormalities documented as being
present prior to the attempted collection, and considered not amenable to correction or
cure for an extended period of time, if ever.
(1) Examples would include destruction (any cause) of the glomerular filtration
system leading to renal failure; unrepaired traumatic disruption of the urinary tract; or a
severe psychiatric disorder focused on genito-urinary matters.
(2) Acute or temporary medical conditions, such as cystitis, urethritis or prostatitis,
though they might interfere with collection for a limited period of time, cannot receive the
same exceptional consideration as the permanent or long-term conditions discussed in
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paragraph (d)(1) of this section.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 66 FR 41953, Aug. 9, 2001]
§ 40.197 What happens when an employer receives a report of a dilute
specimen?
(a) As the employer, if the MRO informs you that a positive drug test was dilute,
you simply treat the test as a verified positive test. You must not direct the employee to
take another test based on the fact that the specimen was dilute.
(b) As an employer, if the MRO informs you that a negative test was dilute, take the
following action:
(1) If the MRO directs you to conduct a recollection under direct observation ( i.e.,
because the creatinine concentration of the specimen was equal to or greater than
2mg/dL, but less than or equal to 5 mg/dL ( see § 40.155(c)), you must do so
immediately.
(2) Otherwise ( i.e., if the creatinine concentration of the dilute specimen is greater
than 5 mg/dL), you may, but are not required to, direct the employee to take another
test immediately.
(i) Such recollections must not be collected under direct observation, unless there
is another basis for use of direct observation (see § 40.67 (b) and (c)).
(ii) You must treat all employees the same for this purpose. For example, you must
not retest some employees and not others. You may, however, establish different
policies for different types of tests ( e.g., conduct retests in pre-employment situations,
but not in random test situations). You must inform your employees in advance of your
decisions on these matters.
(c) The following provisions apply to all tests you direct an employee to take under
paragraph (b) of this section:
(1) You must ensure that the employee is given the minimum possible advance
notice that he or she must go to the collection site;
(2) You must treat the result of the test you directed the employee to take under
paragraph (b) of this section—and not a prior test—as the test result of record, on which
you rely for purposes of this part;
(3) If the result of the test you directed the employee to take under paragraph (b)(1)
of this section is also negative and dilute, you are not permitted to make the employee
take an additional test because the result was dilute.
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(4) If the result of the test you directed the employee to take under paragraph (b)(2)
of this section is also negative and dilute, you are not permitted to make the employee
take an additional test because the result was dilute. Provided, however, that if the
MRO directs you to conduct a recollection under direct observation under paragraph
(b)(1) of this section, you must immediately do so.
(5) If the employee declines to take a test you directed him or her to take under
paragraph (b) of this section, the employee has refused the test for purposes of this part
and DOT agency regulations.
[68 FR 31626, May 28, 2003, as amended at 69 FR 64867, Nov. 9, 2004; 73 FR 35974,
June 25, 2008]
§ 40.199 What problems always cause a drug test to be cancelled?
(a) As the MRO, when the laboratory discovers a “fatal flaw” during its processing
of incoming specimens (see § 40.83), the laboratory will report to you that the specimen
has been “Rejected for Testing” (with the reason stated). You must always cancel such
a test.
(b) The following are “fatal flaws”:
(1) There is no printed collector's name and no collector's signature;
(2) The specimen ID numbers on the specimen bottle and the CCF do not match;
(3) The specimen bottle seal is broken or shows evidence of tampering (and a split
specimen cannot be redesignated, see § 40.83(g)); and
(4) Because of leakage or other causes, there is an insufficient amount of urine in
the primary specimen bottle for analysis and the specimens cannot be redesignated
(see § 40.83(g)).
(c) You must report the result as provided in § 40.161 .
§ 40.201 What problems always cause a drug test to be cancelled and may result
in a requirement for another collection?
As the MRO, you must cancel a drug test when a laboratory reports that any of the
following problems have occurred. You must inform the DER that the test was
cancelled. You must also direct the DER to ensure that an additional collection occurs
immediately, if required by the applicable procedures specified in paragraphs (a)
through (e) of this section.
(a) The laboratory reports an “Invalid Result.” You must follow applicable
procedures in § 40.159 (recollection under direct observation may be required).
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(b) The laboratory reports the result as “Rejected for Testing.” You must follow
applicable procedures in § 40.161 (a recollection may be required).
(c) The laboratory reports that the split specimen failed to reconfirm all of the
primary specimen results because the drug(s)/drug metabolite(s) were not detected;
adulteration criteria were not met; and/or substitution criteria were not met. You must
follow the applicable procedures in § 40.187(b)—no recollection is required in this case,
unless the split specimen creatinine concentration for a substituted primary specimen
was greater than or equal to 2mg/dL but less than or equal to 5mg/ dL, or the primary
specimen had an invalid result which was not reported to the DER. Both these cases
require recollection under direct observation.
(d) The laboratory reports that the split specimen failed to reconfirm all of the
primary specimen results, and that the split specimen was invalid. You must follow the
procedures in § 40.187(c)(1)—recollection under direct observation is required in this
case.
(e) The laboratory reports that the split specimen failed to reconfirm all of the
primary specimen results because the split specimen was not available for testing or
there was no split laboratory available to test the specimen. You must follow the
applicable procedures in § 40.187(e)—recollection under direct observation is required
in this case.
(f) The examining physician has determined that there is an acceptable medical
explanation of the employee's failure to provide a sufficient amount of urine. You must
follow applicable procedures in § 40.193(d)(1) (no recollection is required in this case).
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 73 FR 35974, June 25, 2008]
§ 40.203 What problems cause a drug test to be cancelled unless they are
corrected?
(a) As the MRO, when a laboratory discovers a “correctable flaw” during its
processing of incoming specimens (see § 40.83), the laboratory will attempt to correct it.
If the laboratory is unsuccessful in this attempt, it will report to you that the specimen
has been “Rejected for Testing” (with the reason stated).
(b) The following is a “correctable flaw” that laboratories must attempt to correct:
The collector's signature is omitted on the certification statement on the CCF.
(c) As the MRO, when you discover a “correctable flaw” during your review of the
CCF, you must cancel the test unless the flaw is corrected.
(d) The following are correctable flaws that you must attempt to correct:
(1) The employee's signature is omitted from the certification statement, unless the
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employee's failure or refusal to sign is noted on the “Remarks” line of the CCF.
(2) The certifying scientist's signature is omitted on Copy 1 of the CCF for a
positive, adulterated, substituted, or invalid test result.
(3) The collector uses a non-Federal form or an expired CCF for the test. This flaw
may be corrected through the procedure set forth in § 40.205(b)(2), provided that the
collection testing process has been conducted in accordance with the procedures of this
part in an HHS-certified laboratory. During the period of October 1, 2010-November 30,
2011, you are not required to cancel a test because of the use of an old CCF. Beginning
December 1, 2011, if the problem is not corrected, you must cancel the test.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 66 FR 41954, Aug. 9, 2001; 75 FR 59108,
Sept. 27, 2010; 76 FR 59578, Sept. 27, 2011]
§ 40.205 How are drug test problems corrected?
(a) As a collector, you have the responsibility of trying to successfully complete a
collection procedure for each employee.
(1) If, during or shortly after the collection process, you become aware of any event
that prevents the completion of a valid test or collection ( e.g., a procedural or
paperwork error), you must try to correct the problem promptly, if doing so is
practicable. You may conduct another collection as part of this effort.
(2) If another collection is necessary, you must begin the new collection procedure
as soon as possible, using a new CCF and a new collection kit.
(b) If, as a collector, laboratory, MRO, employer, or other person implementing
these drug testing regulations, you become aware of a problem that can be corrected
(see § 40.203), but which has not already been corrected under paragraph (a) of this
section, you must take all practicable action to correct the problem so that the test is not
cancelled.
(1) If the problem resulted from the omission of required information, you must, as
the person responsible for providing that information, supply in writing the missing
information and a statement that it is true and accurate. For example, suppose you are
a collector, and you forgot to make a notation on the “Remarks” line of the CCF that the
employee did not sign the certification. You would, when the problem is called to your
attention, supply a signed statement that the employee failed or refused to sign the
certification and that your statement is true and accurate. You must supply this
information on the same business day on which you are notified of the problem,
transmitting it by fax or courier.
(2) If the problem is the use of a non-Federal form or an expired Federal form, you
must provide a signed statement (i.e., a memorandum for the record). It must state that
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the incorrect form contains all the information needed for a valid DOT drug test, and that
the incorrect form was used inadvertently or as the only means of conducting a test, in
circumstances beyond your control. The statement must also list the steps you have
taken to prevent future use of non-Federal forms or expired Federal forms for DOT
tests. For this flaw to be corrected, the test of the specimen must have occurred at a
HHS-certified laboratory where it was tested consistent with the requirements of this
part. You must supply this information on the same business day on which you are
notified of the problem, transmitting it by fax or courier.
(3) You must maintain the written documentation of a correction with the CCF.
(4) You must mark the CCF in such a way ( e.g., stamp noting correction) as to
make it obvious on the face of the CCF that you corrected the flaw.
(c) If the correction does not take place, as the MRO you must cancel the test.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 66 FR 41954, Aug. 9, 2001]
§ 40.207 What is the effect of a cancelled drug test?
(a) A cancelled drug test is neither positive nor negative.
(1) As an employer, you must not attach to a cancelled test the consequences of a
positive test or other violation of a DOT drug testing regulation ( e.g., removal from a
safety-sensitive position).
(2) As an employer, you must not use a cancelled test for the purposes of a
negative test to authorize the employee to perform safety-sensitive functions ( i.e., in the
case of a pre-employment, return-to-duty, or follow-up test).
(3) However, as an employer, you must not direct a recollection for an employee
because a test has been cancelled, except in the situations cited in paragraph (a)(2) of
this section or other provisions of this part that require another test to be conducted (
e.g., §§ 40.159(a)(5) and 40.187(b)(2), (c)(1), and (e).
(b) A cancelled test does not count toward compliance with DOT requirements (
e.g., being applied toward the number of tests needed to meet the employer's minimum
random testing rate).
(c) A cancelled DOT test does not provide a valid basis for an employer to conduct
a non-DOT test ( i.e., a test under company authority).
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 73 FR 35975, June 25, 2008]
§ 40.208 What problem requires corrective action but does not result in the
cancellation of a test?
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(a) If, as a laboratory, collector, employer, or other person implementing the DOT
drug testing program, you become aware that the specimen temperature on the CCF
was not checked and the “Remarks” line did not contain an entry regarding the
temperature being out of range, you must take corrective action, including securing a
memorandum for the record explaining the problem and taking appropriate action to
ensure that the problem does not recur.
(b) This error does not result in the cancellation of the test.
(c) As an employer or service agent, this error, even though not sufficient to cancel
a drug test result, may subject you to enforcement action under DOT agency
regulations or Subpart R of this part.
[66 FR 41954, Aug. 9, 2001]
§ 40.209 What procedural problems do not result in the cancellation of a test and
do not require correction?
(a) As a collector, laboratory, MRO, employer or other person administering the
drug testing process, you must document any errors in the testing process of which you
become aware, even if they are not considered problems that will cause a test to be
cancelled as listed in this subpart. Decisions about the ultimate impact of these errors
will be determined by other administrative or legal proceedings, subject to the limitations
of paragraph (b) of this section.
(b) No person concerned with the testing process may declare a test cancelled
based on an error that does not have a significant adverse effect on the right of the
employee to have a fair and accurate test. Matters that do not result in the cancellation
of a test include, but are not limited to, the following:
(1) A minor administrative mistake ( e.g., the omission of the employee's middle
initial, a transposition of numbers in the employee's social security number, the
omission of the DOT Agency in Step 1-D of the CCF.)
(2) An error that does not affect employee protections under this part ( e.g., the
collector's failure to add bluing agent to the toilet bowl, which adversely affects only the
ability of the collector to detect tampering with the specimen by the employee);
(3) The collection of a specimen by a collector who is required to have been trained
(see § 40.33), but who has not met this requirement;
(4) A delay in the collection process (see § 40.61(a));
(5) Verification of a test result by an MRO who has the basic credentials to be
qualified as an MRO (see § 40.121(a) through (b)) but who has not met training and/or
documentation requirements (see § 40.121(c) through (e));
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(6) The failure to directly observe or monitor a collection that the rule requires or
permits to be directly observed or monitored, or the unauthorized use of direct
observation or monitoring for a collection;
(7) The fact that a test was conducted in a facility that does not meet the
requirements of § 40.41;
(8) If the specific name of the courier on the CCF is omitted or erroneous;
(9) Personal identifying information is inadvertently contained on the CCF ( e.g., the
employee signs his or her name on Copy 1); or
(10) Claims that the employee was improperly selected for testing.
(c) As an employer or service agent, these types of errors, even though not
sufficient to cancel a drug test result, may subject you to enforcement action under DOT
agency regulations or action under Subpart R of this part.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 66 FR 41954, Aug. 9, 2001; 75 FR 59108,
Sept. 27, 2010]
Subpart J—Alcohol Testing Personnel

§ 40.211 Who conducts DOT alcohol tests?
(a) Screening test technicians (STTs) and breath alcohol technicians (BATs)
meeting their respective requirements of this subpart are the only people authorized to
conduct DOT alcohol tests.
(b) An STT can conduct only alcohol screening tests, but a BAT can conduct
alcohol screening and confirmation tests.
(c) As a BAT- or STT-qualified immediate supervisor of a particular employee, you
may not act as the STT or BAT when that employee is tested, unless no other STT or
BAT is available and DOT agency regulations do not prohibit you from doing so.
§ 40.213 What training requirements must STTs and BATs meet?
To be permitted to act as a BAT or STT in the DOT alcohol testing program, you
must meet each of the requirements of this section:
(a) Basic information. You must be knowledgeable about the alcohol testing
procedures in this part and the current DOT guidance. These documents and
information are available from ODAPC (Department of Transportation, 1200 New Jersey
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Avenue, SE., Washington DC, 20590, 202-366-3784, or on the ODAPC web site,
http://www.dot.gov/ost/dapc )).
(b) Qualification training. You must receive qualification training meeting the
requirements of this paragraph (b).
(1) Qualification training must be in accordance with the DOT Model BAT or STT
Course, as applicable. The DOT Model Courses are available from ODAPC
(Department of Transportation, 1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE., Washington DC, 20590,
202-366-3784, or on the ODAPC web site, http://www.dot.gov/ost/dapc ). The training
can also be provided using a course of instruction equivalent to the DOT Model
Courses. On request, ODAPC will review BAT and STT instruction courses for
equivalency.
(2) Qualification training must include training to proficiency in using the alcohol
testing procedures of this part and in the operation of the particular alcohol testing
device(s) ( i.e., the ASD(s) or EBT(s)) you will be using.
(3) The training must emphasize that you are responsible for maintaining the
integrity of the testing process, ensuring the privacy of employees being tested, and
avoiding conduct or statements that could be viewed as offensive or inappropriate.
(4) The instructor must be an individual who has demonstrated necessary
knowledge, skills, and abilities by regularly conducting DOT alcohol tests as an STT or
BAT, as applicable, for a period of at least a year, who has conducted STT or BAT
training, as applicable, under this part for a year, or who has successfully completed a
“train the trainer” course.
(c) Initial Proficiency Demonstration. Following your completion of qualification
training under paragraph (b) of this section, you must demonstrate proficiency in alcohol
testing under this part by completing seven consecutive error-free mock tests (BATs) or
five consecutive error-free tests (STTs).
(1) Another person must monitor and evaluate your performance, in person or by a
means that provides real-time observation and interaction between the instructor and
trainee, and attest in writing that the mock collections are “error-free.” This person must
be an individual who meets the requirements of paragraph (b)(4) of this section.
(2) These tests must use the alcohol testing devices ( e.g., EBT(s) or ASD(s)) that
you will use as a BAT or STT.
(3) If you are an STT who will be using an ASD that indicates readings by changes,
contrasts, or other readings in color, you must demonstrate as part of the mock test that
you are able to discern changes, contrasts, or readings correctly.
(d) Schedule for qualification training and initial proficiency demonstration. The
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following is the schedule for qualification training and the initial proficiency
demonstration you must meet:
(1) If you became a BAT or STT before August 1, 2001, you were required to have
met the requirements set forth in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section, and you do not
have to meet them again.
(2) If you become a BAT or STT on or after August 1, 2001, you must meet the
requirements of paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section before you begin to perform BAT
or STT functions.
(e) Refresher training. No less frequently than every five years from the date on
which you satisfactorily complete the requirements of paragraphs (b) and (c) of this
section, you must complete refresher training that meets all the requirements of
paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section. If you are a BAT or STT who completed
qualification training before January 1, 1998, you are not required to complete refresher
training until January 1, 2003.
(f) Error Correction Training. If you make a mistake in the alcohol testing process
that causes a test to be cancelled ( i.e., a fatal or uncorrected flaw), you must undergo
error correction training. This training must occur within 30 days of the date you are
notified of the error that led to the need for retraining.
(1) Error correction training must be provided and your proficiency documented in
writing by a person who meets the requirements of paragraph (b)(4) of this section.
(2) Error correction training is required to cover only the subject matter area(s) in
which the error that caused the test to be cancelled occurred.
(3) As part of the error correction training, you must demonstrate your proficiency in
the alcohol testing procedures of this part by completing three consecutive error-free
mock tests. The mock tests must include one uneventful scenario and two scenarios
related to the area(s) in which your error(s) occurred. The person providing the training
must monitor and evaluate your performance and attest in writing that the mock tests
were error-free.
(g) Documentation. You must maintain documentation showing that you currently
meet all requirements of this section. You must provide this documentation on request
to DOT agency representatives and to employers and C/TPAs who are negotiating to
use your services.
(h) Other persons who may serve as BATs or STTs. (1) Anyone meeting the
requirements of this section to be a BAT may act as an STT, provided that the individual
has demonstrated initial proficiency in the operation of the ASD that he or she is using,
as provided in paragraph (c) of this section.
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(2) Law enforcement officers who have been certified by state or local governments
to conduct breath alcohol testing are deemed to be qualified as BATs. They are not
required to also complete the training requirements of this section in order to act as
BATs. In order for a test conducted by such an officer to be accepted under DOT
alcohol testing requirements, the officer must have been certified by a state or local
government to use the EBT or ASD that was used for the test.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 66 FR 41954, Aug. 9, 2001; 75 FR 5244,
Feb. 2, 2010]
§ 40.215 What information about the DER do employers have to provide to BATs
and STTs?
As an employer, you must provide to the STTs and BATs the name and telephone
number of the appropriate DER (and C/TPA, where applicable) to contact about any
problems or issues that may arise during the testing process.
§ 40.217 Where is other information on the role of STTs and BATs found in this
regulation?
You can find other information on the role and functions of STTs and BATs in the
following sections of this part:
§ 40.3—Definitions.
§ 40.223—Responsibility for supervising employees being tested.
§§ 40.225-40.227—Use of the alcohol testing form.
§§ 40.241-40.245—Screening test procedures with ASDs and EBTs.
§§ 40.251-40.255—Confirmation test procedures.
§ 40.261—Refusals to test.
§§ 40.263-40.265—Insufficient saliva or breath.
§ 40.267—Problems requiring cancellation of tests.
§§ 40.269-40.271—Correcting problems in tests.
Subpart K—Testing Sites, Forms, Equipment and Supplies Used in Alcohol
Testing
§ 40.221 Where does an alcohol test take place?
(a) A DOT alcohol test must take place at an alcohol testing site meeting the
requirements of this section.
(b) If you are operating an alcohol testing site, you must ensure that it meets the
security requirements of § 40.223.
(c) If you are operating an alcohol testing site, you must ensure that it provides
visual and aural privacy to the employee being tested, sufficient to prevent unauthorized
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persons from seeing or hearing test results.
(d) If you are operating an alcohol testing site, you must ensure that it has all
needed personnel, materials, equipment, and facilities to provide for the collection and
analysis of breath and/or saliva samples, and a suitable clean surface for writing.
(e) If an alcohol testing site fully meeting all the visual and aural privacy
requirements of paragraph (c) is not readily available, this part allows a reasonable
suspicion or post-accident test to be conducted at a site that partially meets these
requirements. In this case, the site must afford visual and aural privacy to the employee
to the greatest extent practicable.
(f) An alcohol testing site can be in a medical facility, a mobile facility ( e.g., a van),
a dedicated collection facility, or any other location meeting the requirements of this
section.
§ 40.223 What steps must be taken to protect the security of alcohol testing
sites?
(a) If you are a BAT, STT, or other person operating an alcohol testing site, you
must prevent unauthorized personnel from entering the testing site.
(1) The only people you are to treat as authorized persons are employees being
tested, BATs, STTs, and other alcohol testing site workers, DERs, employee
representatives authorized by the employer ( e.g., on the basis of employer policy or
labor-management agreement), and DOT agency representatives.
(2) You must ensure that all persons are under the supervision of a BAT or STT at
all times when permitted into the site.
(3) You may remove any person who obstructs, interferes with, or causes
unnecessary delay in the testing process.
(b) As the BAT or STT, you must not allow any person other than you, the
employee, or a DOT agency representative to actually witness the testing process (see
§§ 40.241-40.255).
(c) If you are operating an alcohol testing site, you must ensure that when an EBT
or ASD is not being used for testing, you store it in a secure place.
(d) If you are operating an alcohol testing site, you must ensure that no one other
than BATs or other employees of the site have access to the site when an EBT is
unsecured.
(e) As a BAT or STT, to avoid distraction that could compromise security, you are
limited to conducting an alcohol test for only one employee at a time.
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(1) When an EBT screening test on an employee indicates an alcohol concentration
of 0.02 or higher, and the same EBT will be used for the confirmation test, you are not
allowed to use the EBT for a test on another employee before completing the
confirmation test on the first employee.
(2) As a BAT who will conduct both the screening and the confirmation test, you are
to complete the entire screening and confirmation process on one employee before
starting the screening process on another employee.
(3) You are not allowed to leave the alcohol testing site while the testing process for
a given employee is in progress, except to notify a supervisor or contact a DER for
assistance in the case an employee or other person who obstructs, interferes with, or
unnecessarily delays the testing process.
§ 40.225 What form is used for an alcohol test?
(a) The DOT Alcohol Testing Form (ATF) must be used for every DOT alcohol test.
The ATF must be a three-part carbonless manifold form. The ATF is found in Appendix
G to this part. You may view this form on the ODAPC web site (
http://www.dot.gov/ost/dapc ).
(b) As an employer in the DOT alcohol testing program, you are not permitted to
modify or revise the ATF except as follows:
(1) You may include other information needed for billing purposes, outside the
boundaries of the form.
(2) You may use a ATF directly generated by an EBT which omits the space for
affixing a separate printed result to the ATF, provided the EBT prints the result directly
on the ATF.
(3) You may use an ATF that has the employer's name, address, and telephone
number preprinted. In addition, a C/TPA's name, address, and telephone number may
be included, to assist with negative results.
(4) You may use an ATF in which all pages are printed on white paper. You may
modify the ATF by using colored paper, or have clearly discernable borders or
designation statements on Copy 2 and Copy 3. When colors are used, they must be
green for Copy 2 and blue for Copy 3.
(5) As a BAT or STT, you may add, on the “Remarks” line of the ATF, the name of
the DOT agency under whose authority the test occurred.
(6) As a BAT or STT, you may use a ATF that has your name, address, and
telephone number preprinted, but under no circumstances can your signature be
preprinted.
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(c) As an employer, you may use an equivalent foreign-language version of the
ATF approved by ODAPC. You may use such a non-English language form only in a
situation where both the employee and BAT/STT understand and can use the form in
that language.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 66 FR 41954, Aug. 9, 2001; 75 FR 8529,
Feb. 25, 2010; 75 FR 13009, Mar. 18, 2010]
§ 40.227 May employers use the ATF for non-DOT tests, or non-DOT forms for
DOT tests?
(a) No, as an employer, BAT, or STT, you are prohibited from using the ATF for
non-DOT alcohol tests. You are also prohibited from using non-DOT forms for DOT
alcohol tests. Doing either subjects you to enforcement action under DOT agency
regulations.
(b) If the STT or BAT, either by mistake, or as the only means to conduct a test
under difficult circumstances ( e.g., post-accident test with insufficient time to obtain the
ATF), uses a non-DOT form for a DOT test, the use of a non-DOT form does not, in and
of itself, require the employer or service agent to cancel the test. However, in order for
the test to be considered valid, a signed statement must be obtained from the STT or
BAT in accordance with § 40.271(b) .
§ 40.229 What devices are used to conduct alcohol screening tests?
EBTs and ASDs on the NHTSA conforming products lists (CPL) for evidential and
non-evidential devices are the only devices you are allowed to use to conduct alcohol
screening tests under this part. You may use an ASD that is on the NHTSA CPL for
DOT alcohol tests only if there are instructions for its use in this part. An ASD can be
used only for screening tests for alcohol, and may not be used for confirmation tests.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 66 FR 41954, Aug. 9, 2001]
§ 40.231 What devices are used to conduct alcohol confirmation tests?
(a) EBTs on the NHTSA CPL for evidential devices that meet the requirements of
paragraph (b) of this section are the only devices you may use to conduct alcohol
confirmation tests under this part. Note that, among devices on the CPL for EBTs, only
those devices listed without an asterisk (*) are authorized for use in confirmation testing
in the DOT alcohol testing program.
(b) To conduct a confirmation test, you must use an EBT that has the following
capabilities:
(1) Provides a printed triplicate result (or three consecutive identical copies of a
result) of each breath test;
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(2) Assigns a unique number to each completed test, which the BAT and employee
can read before each test and which is printed on each copy of the result;
(3) Prints, on each copy of the result, the manufacturer's name for the device, its
serial number, and the time of the test;
(4) Distinguishes alcohol from acetone at the 0.02 alcohol concentration level;
(5) Tests an air blank; and
(6) Performs an external calibration check.
§ 40.233 What are the requirements for proper use and care of EBTs?
(a) As an EBT manufacturer, you must submit, for NHTSA approval, a quality
assurance plan (QAP) for your EBT before NHTSA places the EBT on the CPL.
(1) Your QAP must specify the methods used to perform external calibration checks
on the EBT, the tolerances within which the EBT is regarded as being in proper
calibration, and the intervals at which these checks must be performed. In designating
these intervals, your QAP must take into account factors like frequency of use,
environmental conditions ( e.g., temperature, humidity, altitude) and type of operation (
e.g., stationary or mobile).
(2) Your QAP must also specify the inspection, maintenance, and calibration
requirements and intervals for the EBT.
(b) As the manufacturer, you must include, with each EBT, instructions for its use
and care consistent with the QAP.
(c) As the user of the EBT ( e.g., employer, service agent), you must do the
following:
(1) You must follow the manufacturer's instructions (see paragraph (b) of this
section), including performance of external calibration checks at the intervals the
instructions specify.
(2) In conducting external calibration checks, you must use only calibration devices
appearing on NHTSA's CPL for “Calibrating Units for Breath Alcohol Tests.”
(3) If an EBT fails an external check of calibration, you must take the EBT out of
service. You may not use the EBT again for DOT alcohol testing until it is repaired and
passes an external calibration check.
(4) You must maintain records of the inspection, maintenance, and calibration of
EBTs as provided in § 40.333(a)(2) .
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(5) You must ensure that inspection, maintenance, and calibration of the EBT are
performed by its manufacturer or a maintenance representative certified either by the
manufacturer or by a state health agency or other appropriate state agency.
§ 40.235 What are the requirements for proper use and care of ASDs?
(a) As an ASD manufacturer, you must submit, for NHTSA approval, a QAP for
your ASD before NHTSA places the ASD on the CPL. Your QAP must specify the
methods used for quality control checks, temperatures at which the ASD must be stored
and used, the shelf life of the device, and environmental conditions ( e.g., temperature,
altitude, humidity) that may affect the ASD's performance.
(b) As a manufacturer, you must include with each ASD instructions for its use and
care consistent with the QAP. The instructions must include directions on the proper
use of the ASD, and, where applicable the time within which the device must be read,
and the manner in which the reading is made.
(c) As the user of the ADS ( e.g., employer, STT), you must follow the QAP
instructions.
(d) You are not permitted to use an ASD that does not pass the specified quality
control checks or that has passed its expiration date.
(e) As an employer, with respect to breath ASDs, you must also follow the device
use and care requirements of § 40.233 .
Subpart L—Alcohol Screening Tests

§ 40.241 What are the first steps in any alcohol screening test?
As the BAT or STT you will take the following steps to begin all alcohol screening
tests, regardless of the type of testing device you are using:
(a) When a specific time for an employee's test has been scheduled, or the
collection site is at the employee's worksite, and the employee does not appear at the
collection site at the scheduled time, contact the DER to determine the appropriate
interval within which the DER has determined the employee is authorized to arrive. If
the employee's arrival is delayed beyond that time, you must notify the DER that the
employee has not reported for testing. In a situation where a C/TPA has notified an
owner/operator or other individual employee to report for testing and the employee does
not appear, the C/TPA must notify the employee that he or she has refused to test.
(b) Ensure that, when the employee enters the alcohol testing site, you begin the
alcohol testing process without undue delay. For example, you must not wait because
the employee says he or she is not ready or because an authorized employer or
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employee representative is delayed in arriving.
(1) If the employee is also going to take a DOT drug test, you must, to the greatest
extent practicable, ensure that the alcohol test is completed before the urine collection
process begins.
(2) If the employee needs medical attention ( e.g., an injured employee in an
emergency medical facility who is required to have a post-accident test), do not delay
this treatment to conduct a test.
(c) Require the employee to provide positive identification. You must see a photo ID
issued by the employer (other than in the case of an owner-operator or other selfemployer individual) or a Federal, state, or local government ( e.g., a driver's license).
You may not accept faxes or photocopies of identification. Positive identification by an
employer representative (not a co-worker or another employee being tested) is also
acceptable. If the employee cannot produce positive identification, you must contact a
DER to verify the identity of the employee.
(d) If the employee asks, provide your identification to the employee. Your
identification must include your name and your employer's name but is not required to
include your picture, address, or telephone number.
(e) Explain the testing procedure to the employee, including showing the employee
the instructions on the back of the ATF.
(f) Complete Step 1 of the ATF.
(g) Direct the employee to complete Step 2 on the ATF and sign the certification. If
the employee refuses to sign this certification, you must document this refusal on the
“Remarks” line of the ATF and immediately notify the DER. This is a refusal to test.
§ 40.243 What is the procedure for an alcohol screening test using an EBT or
non-evidential breath ASD?
As the BAT or STT, you must take the following steps:
(a) Select, or allow the employee to select, an individually wrapped or sealed
mouthpiece from the testing materials.
(b) Open the individually wrapped or sealed mouthpiece in view of the employee
and insert it into the device in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.
(c) Instruct the employee to blow steadily and forcefully into the mouthpiece for at
least six seconds or until the device indicates that an adequate amount of breath has
been obtained.
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(d) Show the employee the displayed test result.
(e) If the device is one that prints the test number, testing device name and serial
number, time, and result directly onto the ATF, you must check to ensure that the
information has been printed correctly onto the ATF.
(f) If the device is one that prints the test number, testing device name and serial
number, time and result, but on a separate printout rather than directly onto the ATF,
you must affix the printout of the information to the designated space on the ATF with
tamper-evident tape or use a self-adhesive label that is tamper-evident.
(g) If the device is one that does not print the test number, testing device name and
serial number, time, and result, or it is a device not being used with a printer, you must
record this information in Step 3 of the ATF.
§ 40.245 What is the procedure for an alcohol screening test using a saliva ASD
or a breath tube ASD?
(a) As the STT or BAT, you must take the following steps when using the saliva
ASD:
(1) Check the expiration date on the device or on the package containing the
device and show it to the employee. You may not use the device after its expiration
date.
(2) Open an individually wrapped or sealed package containing the device in the
presence of the employee.
(3) Offer the employee the opportunity to use the device. If the employee uses it,
you must instruct the employee to insert it into his or her mouth and use it in a manner
described by the device's manufacturer.
(4) If the employee chooses not to use the device, or in all cases in which a new
test is necessary because the device did not activate (see paragraph (a)(7) of this
section), you must insert the device into the employee's mouth and gather saliva in the
manner described by the device's manufacturer. You must wear single-use examination
or similar gloves while doing so and change them following each test.
(5) When the device is removed from the employee's mouth, you must follow the
manufacturer's instructions regarding necessary next steps in ensuring that the device
has activated.
(6)(i) If you were unable to successfully follow the procedures of paragraphs (a)(3)
through (a)(5) of this section ( e.g., the device breaks, you drop the device on the floor),
you must discard the device and conduct a new test using a new device.
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(ii) The new device you use must be one that has been under your control or that of
the employee before the test.
(iii) You must note on the “Remarks” line of the ATF the reason for the new test.
(Note: You may continue using the same ATF with which you began the test.)
(iv) You must offer the employee the choice of using the device or having you use it
unless the employee, in the opinion of the STT or BAT, was responsible ( e.g., the
employee dropped the device) for the new test needing to be conducted.
(v) If you are unable to successfully follow the procedures of paragraphs (a)(3)
through (a)(5) of this section on the new test, you must end the collection and put an
explanation on the “Remarks” line of the ATF.
(vi) You must then direct the employee to take a new test immediately, using an
EBT for the screening test.
(7) If you are able to successfully follow the procedures of paragraphs (a)(3)-(a)(5)
of this section, but the device does not activate, you must discard the device and
conduct a new test, in the same manner as provided in paragraph (a)(6) of this section.
In this case, you must place the device into the employee's mouth to collect saliva for
the new test.
(8) You must read the result displayed on the device no sooner than the device's
manufacturer instructs. In all cases the result displayed must be read within 15 minutes
of the test. You must then show the device and it's reading to the employee and enter
the result on the ATF.
(9) You must never re-use devices, swabs, gloves or other materials used in saliva
testing.
(10) You must note the fact that you used a saliva ASD in Step 3 of the ATF.
(b) As the STT or BAT, you must take the following steps when using the breath
tube ASD:
(1) Check the expiration date on the detector device and the electronic analyzer or
on the package containing the device and the analyzer and show it to the employee.
You must not use the device or the analyzer after their expiration date. You must not
use an analyzer which is not specifically pre-calibrated for the device being used in the
collection.
(2) Remove the device from the package and secure an inflation bag onto the
appropriate end of the device, as directed by the manufacturer on the device's
instructions.
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(3) Break the tube's ampoule in the presence of the employee.
(4) Offer the employee the opportunity to use the device. If the employee chooses
to use ( e.g. hold) the device, instruct the employee to blow forcefully and steadily into
the blowing end of device until the inflation bag fills with air (approximately 12 seconds).
(5) If the employee chooses not to hold the device, you must hold it and provide the
use instructions in paragraph (b)(4) of this section.
(6) When the employee completes the breath process, take the device from the
employee (or if you were holding it, remove it from the employee's mouth), remove the
inflation bag, and prepare the device to be read by the analyzer in accordance with the
manufacturer's directions.
(7)(i) If you were unable to successfully follow the procedures of paragraphs (b)(4)
through (b)(6) of this section ( e.g., the device breaks apart, the employee did not fill the
inflation bag), you must discard the device and conduct a new test using a new one.
(ii) The new device you use must be one that has been under your control or that of
the employer before the test.
(iii) You must note on the “Remarks” line of the ATF the reason for the new test.
(Note: You may continue using the same ATF with which you began the test.)
(iv) You must offer the employee the choice of holding the device or having you
hold it unless the employee, in the your opinion, was responsible ( e.g., the employee
failed to fill the inflation bag) for the new test needing to be conducted.
(v) If you are unable to successfully follow the procedures of paragraphs (b)(4)
through (b)(6) of this section on the new test, you must end the collection and put an
explanation on the “Remarks” line of the ATF.
(vi) You must then direct the employee to take a new test immediately, using
another type of ASD ( e.g., saliva device) or an EBT.
(8) If you were able to successfully follow the procedures of paragraphs (b)(4)
through (b)(6) of this section and after having waited the required amount of time
directed by the manufacturer for the detector device to incubate, you must place the
device in the analyzer in accordance with the manufacturer's directions. The result must
be read from the analyzer no earlier then the required incubation time of the device. In
all cases, the result must be read within 15 minutes of the test.
(9) You must follow the manufacturer's instructions for determining the result of the
test. You must show the analyzer result to the employee and record the result on Step 3
of the ATF.
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(10) You must never re-use detector devices or any gloves used in breath tube
testing. The inflation bag must be voided of air following removal from a device. Inflation
bags and electronic analyzers may be re-used but only in accordance with the
manufacturer's directions.
(11) You must note the fact that you used a breath tube device in Step 3 of the
ATF.
[67 FR 61522, Oct. 1, 2002, as amended at 72 FR 1299, Jan. 11, 2007]
§ 40.247 What procedures does the BAT or STT follow after a screening test
result?
(a) If the test result is an alcohol concentration of less than 0.02, as the BAT or
STT, you must do the following:
(1) Sign and date Step 3 of the ATF; and
(2) Transmit the result to the DER in a confidential manner, as provided in § 40.255
.
(b) If the test result is an alcohol concentration of 0.02 or higher, as the BAT or
STT, you must direct the employee to take a confirmation test.
(1) If you are the BAT who will conduct the confirmation test, you must then
conduct the test using the procedures beginning at § 40.251 .
(2) If you are not the BAT who will conduct the confirmation test, direct the
employee to take a confirmation test, sign and date Step 3 of the ATF, and give the
employee Copy 2 of the ATF.
(3) If the confirmation test will be performed at a different site from the screening
test, you must take the following additional steps:
(i) Advise the employee not to eat, drink, put anything ( e.g., cigarette, chewing
gum) into his or her mouth, or belch;
(ii) Tell the employee the reason for the waiting period required by § 40.251(a) (
i.e., to prevent an accumulation of mouth alcohol from leading to an artificially high
reading);
(iii) Explain that following your instructions concerning the waiting period is to the
employee's benefit;
(iv) Explain that the confirmation test will be conducted at the end of the waiting
period, even if the instructions have not been followed;
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(v) Note on the “Remarks” line of the ATF that the waiting period instructions were
provided;
(vi) Instruct the person accompanying the employee to carry a copy of the ATF to
the BAT who will perform the confirmation test; and
(vii) Ensure that you or another BAT, STT, or employer representative observe the
employee as he or she is transported to the confirmation testing site. You must direct
the employee not to attempt to drive a motor vehicle to the confirmation testing site.
(c) If the screening test is invalid, you must, as the BAT or STT, tell the employee
the test is cancelled and note the problem on the “Remarks” line of the ATF. If
practicable, repeat the testing process (see § 40. 271).
Subpart M—Alcohol Confirmation Tests
§ 40.251 What are the first steps in an alcohol confirmation test?
As the BAT for an alcohol confirmation test, you must follow these steps to begin
the confirmation test process:
(a) You must carry out a requirement for a waiting period before the confirmation
test, by taking the following steps:
(1) You must ensure that the waiting period lasts at least 15 minutes, starting with
the completion of the screening test. After the waiting period has elapsed, you should
begin the confirmation test as soon as possible, but not more than 30 minutes after the
completion of the screening test.
(i) If the confirmation test is taking place at a different location from the screening
test (see § 40.247(b)(3)) the time of transit between sites counts toward the waiting
period if the STT or BAT who conducted the screening test provided the waiting period
instructions.
(ii) If you cannot verify, through review of the ATF, that waiting period instructions
were provided, then you must carry out the waiting period requirement.
(iii) You or another BAT or STT, or an employer representative, must observe the
employee during the waiting period.
(2) Concerning the waiting period, you must tell the employee:
(i) Not to eat, drink, put anything ( e.g., cigarette, chewing gum) into his or her
mouth, or belch;
(ii) The reason for the waiting period ( i.e., to prevent an accumulation of mouth
alcohol from leading to an artificially high reading);
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(iii) That following your instructions concerning the waiting period is to the
employee's benefit; and
(iv) That the confirmation test will be conducted at the end of the waiting period,
even if the instructions have not been followed.
(3) If you become aware that the employee has not followed the instructions, you
must note this on the “Remarks” line of the ATF.
(b) If you did not conduct the screening test for the employee, you must require
positive identification of the employee, explain the confirmation procedures, and use a
new ATF. You must note on the “Remarks” line of the ATF that a different BAT or STT
conducted the screening test.
(c) Complete Step 1 of the ATF.
(d) Direct the employee to complete Step 2 on the ATF and sign the certification. If
the employee refuses to sign this certification, you must document this refusal on the
“Remarks” line of the ATF and immediately notify the DER. This is a refusal to test.
(e) Even if more than 30 minutes have passed since the screening test result was
obtained, you must begin the confirmation test procedures in § 40.253, not another
screening test.
(f) You must note on the “Remarks” line of the ATF the time that elapsed between
the two events, and if the confirmation test could not begin within 30 minutes of the
screening test, the reason why.
(g) Beginning the confirmation test procedures after the 30 minutes have elapsed
does not invalidate the screening or confirmation tests, but it may constitute a regulatory
violation subject to DOT agency sanction.
§ 40.253 What are the procedures for conducting an alcohol confirmation test?
As the BAT conducting an alcohol confirmation test, you must follow these steps in
order to complete the confirmation test process:
(a) In the presence of the employee, you must conduct an air blank on the EBT you
are using before beginning the confirmation test and show the reading to the employee.
(1) If the reading is 0.00, the test may proceed. If the reading is greater than 0.00,
you must conduct another air blank.
(2) If the reading on the second air blank is 0.00, the test may proceed. If the
reading is greater than 0.00, you must take the EBT out of service.
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(3) If you take an EBT out of service for this reason, no one may use it for testing
until the EBT is found to be within tolerance limits on an external check of calibration.
(4) You must proceed with the test of the employee using another EBT, if one is
available.
(b) You must open a new individually wrapped or sealed mouthpiece in view of the
employee and insert it into the device in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions.
(c) You must ensure that you and the employee read the unique test number
displayed on the EBT.
(d) You must instruct the employee to blow steadily and forcefully into the
mouthpiece for at least six seconds or until the device indicates that an adequate
amount of breath has been obtained.
(e) You must show the employee the result displayed on the EBT.
(f) You must show the employee the result and unique test number that the EBT
prints out either directly onto the ATF or onto a separate printout.
(g) If the EBT provides a separate printout of the result, you must attach the
printout to the designated space on the ATF with tamper-evident tape, or use a selfadhesive label that is tamper-evident.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 66 FR 41954, Aug. 9, 2001]
§ 40.255 What happens next after the alcohol confirmation test result?
(a) After the EBT has printed the result of an alcohol confirmation test, you must, as
the BAT, take the following additional steps:
(1) Sign and date Step 3 of the ATF.
(2) If the alcohol confirmation test result is lower than 0.02, nothing further is
required of the employee. As the BAT, you must sign and date Step 3 of the ATF.
(3) If the alcohol confirmation test result is 0.02 or higher, direct the employee to
sign and date Step 4 of the ATF. If the employee does not do so, you must note this on
the “Remarks” line of the ATF. However, this is not considered a refusal to test.
(4) If the test is invalid, tell the employee the test is cancelled and note the problem
on the “Remarks” line of the ATF. If practicable, conduct a re-test. (see § 40.271).
(5) Immediately transmit the result directly to the DER in a confidential manner.
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(i) You may transmit the results using Copy 1 of the ATF, in person, by telephone,
or by electronic means. In any case, you must immediately notify the DER of any result
of 0.02 or greater by any means ( e.g., telephone or secure fax machine) that ensures
the result is immediately received by the DER. You must not transmit these results
through C/TPAs or other service agents.
(ii) If you do not make the initial transmission in writing, you must follow up the
initial transmission with Copy 1 of the ATF.
(b) As an employer, you must take the following steps with respect to the receipt
and storage of alcohol test result information:
(1) If you receive any test results that are not in writing ( e.g., by telephone or
electronic means), you must establish a mechanism to establish the identity of the BAT
sending you the results.
(2) You must store all test result information in a way that protects confidentiality.
Subpart N—Problems in Alcohol Testing
§ 40.261 What is a refusal to take an alcohol test, and what are the
consequences?
(a) As an employee, you are considered to have refused to take an alcohol test if
you:
(1) Fail to appear for any test (except a pre-employment test) within a reasonable
time, as determined by the employer, consistent with applicable DOT agency
regulations, after being directed to do so by the employer. This includes the failure of an
employee (including an owner-operator) to appear for a test when called by a C/TPA
(see § 40.241(a));
(2) Fail to remain at the testing site until the testing process is complete; Provided,
That an employee who leaves the testing site before the testing process commences
(see § 40.243(a)) for a pre-employment test is not deemed to have refused to test;
(3) Fail to provide an adequate amount of saliva or breath for any alcohol test
required by this part or DOT agency regulations; Provided, That an employee who does
not provide an adequate amount of breath or saliva because he or she has left the
testing site before the testing process commences (see § 40.243(a)) for a preemployment test is not deemed to have refused to test;
(4) Fail to provide a sufficient breath specimen, and the physician has determined,
through a required medical evaluation, that there was no adequate medical explanation
for the failure (see § 40.265(c));
(5) Fail to undergo a medical examination or evaluation, as directed by the
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employer as part of the insufficient breath procedures outlined at § 40.265(c);
(6) Fail to sign the certification at Step 2 of the ATF (see §§ 40.241(g) and
40.251(d)); or
(7) Fail to cooperate with any part of the testing process.
(b) As an employee, if you refuse to take an alcohol test, you incur the same
consequences specified under DOT agency regulations for a violation of those DOT
agency regulations.
(c) As a BAT or an STT, or as the physician evaluating a “shy lung” situation, when
an employee refuses to test as provided in paragraph (a) of this section, you must
terminate the portion of the testing process in which you are involved, document the
refusal on the ATF (or in a separate document which you cause to be attached to the
form), immediately notify the DER by any means ( e.g., telephone or secure fax
machine) that ensures the refusal notification is immediately received. You must make
this notification directly to the DER (not using a C/TPA as an intermediary).
(d) As an employee, when you refuse to take a non-DOT test or to sign a non-DOT
form, you have not refused to take a DOT test. There are no consequences under DOT
agency regulations for such a refusal.
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 66 FR 41954, Aug. 9, 2001]
§ 40.263 What happens when an employee is unable to provide a sufficient
amount of saliva for an alcohol screening test?
(a) As the STT, you must take the following steps if an employee is unable to
provide sufficient saliva to complete a test on a saliva screening device ( e.g., the
employee does not provide sufficient saliva to activate the device).
(1) You must conduct a new screening test using a new screening device.
(2) If the employee refuses to make the attempt to complete the new test, you must
discontinue testing, note the fact on the “Remarks” line of the ATF, and immediately
notify the DER. This is a refusal to test.
(3) If the employee has not provided a sufficient amount of saliva to complete the
new test, you must note the fact on the “Remarks” line of the ATF and immediately
notify the DER.
(b) As the DER, when the STT informs you that the employee has not provided a
sufficient amount of saliva (see paragraph (a)(3) of this section), you must immediately
arrange to administer an alcohol test to the employee using an EBT or other breath
testing device.
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§ 40.265 What happens when an employee is unable to provide a sufficient
amount of breath for an alcohol test?
(a) If an employee does not provide a sufficient amount of breath to permit a valid
breath test, you must take the steps listed in this section.
(b) As the BAT or STT, you must instruct the employee to attempt again to provide
a sufficient amount of breath and about the proper way to do so.
(1) If the employee refuses to make the attempt, you must discontinue the test,
note the fact on the “Remarks” line of the ATF, and immediately notify the DER. This is
a refusal to test.
(2) If the employee again attempts and fails to provide a sufficient amount of
breath, you may provide another opportunity to the employee to do so if you believe that
there is a strong likelihood that it could result in providing a sufficient amount of breath.
(3) When the employee's attempts under paragraph (b)(2) of this section have
failed to produce a sufficient amount of breath, you must note the fact on the “Remarks”
line of the ATF and immediately notify the DER.
(4) If you are using an EBT that has the capability of operating manually, you may
attempt to conduct the test in manual mode.
(5) If you are qualified to use a saliva ASD and you are in the screening test stage,
you may change to a saliva ASD only to complete the screening test.
(c) As the employer, when the BAT or STT informs you that the employee has not
provided a sufficient amount of breath, you must direct the employee to obtain, within
five days, an evaluation from a licensed physician who is acceptable to you and who
has expertise in the medical issues raised by the employee's failure to provide a
sufficient specimen.
(1) You are required to provide the physician who will conduct the evaluation with
the following information and instructions:
(i) That the employee was required to take a DOT breath alcohol test, but was
unable to provide a sufficient amount of breath to complete the test;
(ii) The consequences of the appropriate DOT agency regulation for refusing to
take the required alcohol test;
(iii) That the physician must provide you with a signed statement of his or her
conclusions; and
(iv) That the physician, in his or her reasonable medical judgment, must base those
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conclusions on one of the following determinations:
(A) A medical condition has, or with a high degree of probability could have,
precluded the employee from providing a sufficient amount of breath. The physician
must not include in the signed statement detailed information on the employee's medical
condition. In this case, the test is cancelled.
(B) There is not an adequate basis for determining that a medical condition has, or
with a high degree of probability could have, precluded the employee from providing a
sufficient amount of breath. This constitutes a refusal to test.
(C) For purposes of paragraphs (c)(1)(iv)(A) and (B) of this section, a medical
condition includes an ascertainable physiological condition ( e.g., a respiratory system
dysfunction) or a medically documented pre-existing psychological disorder, but does
not include unsupported assertions of “situational anxiety” or hyperventilation.
(2) As the physician making the evaluation, after making your determination, you must provide a
written statement of your conclusions and the basis for them to the DER directly (and not through a
C/TPA acting as an itermediary). You must not include in this statement detailed information on the
employee's medical condition beyond what is necessary to explain your conclusion.
(3) Upon receipt of the report from the examining physician, as the DER you must immediately
inform the employee and take appropriate action based upon your DOT agency regulations.
§ 40.267 What problems always cause an alcohol test to be cancelled?
As an employer, a BAT, or an STT, you must cancel an alcohol test if any of the following problems
occur. These are “fatal flaws.” You must inform the DER that the test was cancelled and must be treated
as if the test never occurred. These problems are:
(a) In the case of a screening test conducted on a saliva ASD or a breath tube ASD:
(1) The STT or BAT reads the result either sooner than or later than the time allotted by the
manufacturer and this Part (see § 40.245(a)(8) for the saliva ASD and § 40.245(b)(8) for the breath tube
ASD).
(2) The saliva ASD does not activate ( see § 40.245(a)(7); or
(3) The device is used for a test after the expiration date printed on the device or on its package
(see § 40.245(a)(1) for the saliva ASD and § 40.245(b)(1) for the breath tube ASD).
(4) The breath tube ASD is tested with an analyzer which has not been pre-calibrated for that
device's specific lot (see § 40.245(b)(1)).
(b) In the case of a screening or confirmation test conducted on an EBT, the sequential test number
or alcohol concentration displayed on the EBT is not the same as the sequential test number or alcohol
concentration on the printed result (see § 40.253(c), (e) and (f)).
(c) In the case of a confirmation test:
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(1) The BAT conducts the confirmation test before the end of the minimum 15-minute waiting period
(see § 40.251(a)(1));
(2) The BAT does not conduct an air blank before the confirmation test (see § 40.253(a));
(3) There is not a 0.00 result on the air blank conducted before the confirmation test (see
§ 40.253(a)(1) and (2));
(4) The EBT does not print the result (see § 40.253(f)); or
(5) The next external calibration check of the EBT produces a result that differs by more than the
tolerance stated in the QAP from the known value of the test standard. In this case, every result of 0.02 or
above obtained on the EBT since the last valid external calibration check is cancelled (see § 40.233(a)(1)
and (c)(3)).
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 67 FR 61522, Oct. 1, 2002; 71 FR 49384, Aug. 23, 2006; 72 FR 1299,
Jan. 11, 2007]

§ 40.269 What problems cause an alcohol test to be cancelled unless they are corrected?
As a BAT or STT, or employer, you must cancel an alcohol test if any of the following problems
occur, unless they are corrected. These are “correctable flaws.” These problems are:
(a) The BAT or STT does not sign the ATF (see §§ 40.247(a)(1) and 40.255(a)(1)).
(b) The BAT or STT fails to note on the “Remarks” line of the ATF that the employee has not signed
the ATF after the result is obtained (see § 40.255(a)(3)).
(c) The BAT or STT uses a non-DOT form for the test (see § 40.225(a)).
[65 FR 79526, Dec. 19, 2000, as amended at 71 FR 49384, Aug. 23, 2006]

§ 40.271 How are alcohol testing problems corrected?
(a) As a BAT or STT, you have the responsibility of trying to complete successfully an alcohol test
for each employee.
(1) If, during or shortly after the testing process, you become aware of any event that will cause the
test to be cancelled (see § 40.267), you must try to correct the problem promptly, if practicable. You may
repeat the testing process as part of this effort.
(2) If repeating the testing process is necessary, you must begin a new test as soon as possible.
You must use a new ATF, a new sequential test number, and, if needed, a new ASD and/or a new EBT. It
is permissible to use additional technical capabilities of the EBT ( e.g., manual operation) if you have
been trained to do so in accordance with § 40.213(c) .
(3) If repeating the testing process is necessary, you are not limited in the number of attempts to
complete the test, provided that the employee is making a good faith effort to comply with the testing
process.
(4) If another testing device is not available for the new test at the testing site, you must immediately
notify the DER and advise the DER that the test could not be completed. As the DER who receives this
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information, you must make all reasonable efforts to ensure that the test is conducted at another testing
site as soon as possible.
(b) If, as an STT, BAT, employer or other service agent administering the testing process, you
become aware of a “correctable flaw” (see § 40.269) that has not already been corrected, you must take
all practicable action to correct the problem so that the test is not cancelled.
(1) If the problem resulted from the omission of required information, you must, as the person
responsible for providing that information, supply in writing the missing information and a signed
statement that it is true and accurate. For example, suppose you are a BAT and you forgot to make a
notation on the “Remarks” line of the ATF that the employee did not sign the certification. You would,
when the problem is called to your attention, supply a signed statement that the employee failed or
refused to sign the certification after the result was obtained, and that your signed statement is true and
accurate.
(2) If the problem is the use of a non-DOT form, you must, as the person responsible for the use of
the incorrect form, certify in writing that the incorrect form contains all the information needed for a valid
DOT alcohol test. You must also provide a signed statement that the incorrect form was used
inadvertently or as the only means of conducting a test, in circumstances beyond your control, and the
steps you have taken to prevent future use of non-DOT forms for DOT tests. You must supply this
information on the same business day on which you are notified of the problem, transmitting it by fax or
courier.
(c) If you cannot correct the problem, you must cancel the test.
§ 40.273 What is the effect of a cancelled alcohol test?
(a) A cancelled alcohol test is neither positive nor negative.
(1) As an employer, you must not attach to a cancelled test the consequences of a test result that is
0.02 or greater ( e.g., removal from a safety-sensitive position).
(2) As an employer, you must not use a cancelled test in a situation where an employee needs a
test result that is below 0.02 ( e.g., in the case of a return-to-duty or follow-up test to authorize the
employee to perform safety-sensitive functions).
(3) As an employer, you must not direct a recollection for an employee because a test has been
cancelled, except in the situations cited in paragraph (a)(2) of this section or other provisions of this part.
(b) A cancelled test does not count toward compliance with DOT requirements, such as a minimum
random testing rate.
(c) When a test must be cancelled, if you are the BAT, STT, or other person who determines that
the cancellation is necessary, you must inform the affected DER within 48 hours of the cancellation.
(d) A cancelled DOT test does not provide a valid basis for an employer to conduct a non-DOT test (
i.e., a test under company authority).
§ 40.275 What is the effect of procedural problems that are not sufficient to cancel an alcohol
test?
(a) As an STT, BAT, employer, or a service agent administering the testing process, you must
document any errors in the testing process of which you become aware, even if they are not “fatal flaws”
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or “correctable flaws” listed in this subpart. Decisions about the ultimate impact of these errors will be
determined by administrative or legal proceedings, subject to the limitation of paragraph (b) of this
section.
(b) No person concerned with the testing process may declare a test cancelled based on a mistake
in the process that does not have a significant adverse effect on the right of the employee to a fair and
accurate test. For example, it is inconsistent with this part to cancel a test based on a minor administrative
mistake ( e.g., the omission of the employee's middle initial) or an error that does not affect employee
protections under this part. Nor does the failure of an employee to sign in Step 4 of the ATF result in the
cancellation of the test. Nor is a test to be cancelled on the basis of a claim by an employee that he or
she was improperly selected for testing.
(c) As an employer, these errors, even though not sufficient to cancel an alcohol test result, may
subject you to enforcement action under DOT agency regulations.
§ 40.277 Are alcohol tests other than saliva or breath permitted under these regulations?
No, other types of alcohol tests ( e,g., blood and urine) are not authorized for testing done under this
part. Only saliva or breath for screening tests and breath for confirmation tests using approved devices
are permitted.
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